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ATL LHR AMS PEK CDG HKG FRA JFK FRA DXB 
SIN ICN NRT MAD BKK LGW MUC FCO KUL ZRH 
PML DEN YYZ CPH SYD AYT DUB MEM STN MIA 
BRU ORD DOH LUX KIX SDF PVG HND IND BOM 
DFW EWR CAN PHX BOS MEX BOG BCN DCA IAH 
DME AYT TYO MSP SEA PHL LGA SLC HNL SAN 
MCO SFO MDW OAK CLE KHI KNU CGK SZN HRB 
AMD BER TXL SXF THF BRN BIO BOD DUS GDN 
GRO GRZ GOT IBZ KRP LUG MLX MLA DVT OSL 
PNL CIA RTM SZG TQR SDR RTW SOF NYO SRP 
TCE UME VLC VCE ARN SCW TLL TMP PES BUN 
CJA CUE EOZ FTE IPE LOH MZL RGL GIG SNC 
LUQ OPS SJP GRU SJK SAO CUN CDC CHI DTW 
IND JAX IST PDX STL HOU AUS DAL MKE LAS
PVC ARN PRG NCE BWI FLL DVT YIF PDB MIA
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UTOPIA- Ideal community or society possessing perfect sociopolitical 
legal system.  Place for ideal perfection. The Utopia will never reach its 
ideal, rather as soon as that ideal is recognized the Utopia will fall into 
Topia.  This process will oscillate  continuously. 
SPECTACLE: Something exhibited to view as unusual, notable or 
entertaining, eye-catching.  Object of curiosity or contempt.  The beginning 
of flight were a spectacle. 
BIOMETRICS: The measurement and analysis of unique physical 
or behavioral characteristics.  Fingerprint, voice, facial structure.  These 
patterns are recorded and stored in databases to be recognized via body 
scanning.  The body tied to data.
SURVEILLANCE: To keep watch over someone or something. 
Means of surveillance have developed over the years from Jeremy 
Benthem’s panopticon prison to modern day CCTV (closed circuit television). 
Airports are beginning to employ new informational imaging technologies 
to track facial patterns. This lineage from architectural to electronic to 
informational surveillance systems creates an increasingly invisible system 
of remote seeing.
SECURITY: State of being secure from danger.  Freedom from fear 
and anxiety.  Means of security have evolved from architectural fortification 
and defense (medieval fortresses and castles) into a network of information 
or intelligence.  Security is has also adopted methods of surveillance or 
scanning to detect and deter threats.
KINETIC:  Motion of material bodies, forces of energy. The state of 
being in an extended period of movement at the airport or in transit.  
COLLECTIVE: Group of individuals motivated by common goals 
or issues.  
GLOSSARY
AIR-SIDE: Integrated system of pavements, runways, taxiways, 
aircraft aprons, Lighting, commercial operations, flight aids, ground and air 
traffic control facilities, cargo operations and other support activities for 
the aircraft themselves.
LAND-SIDE: Interface between modes of transport to the airport 
and the airport terminal itself.  
FLOWS: Movement in a stream, continual change of place.  Flows 
describe the movement of people and things through spaces.  Airports are 
a space of flows, continually moving inputs and outputs.
AIRPORT CITY:  New urban model which recognizes the need 
for the airport can perform more than traditional aeronautical functions. 
1. Airports need to create new non-aeronautical revenue sources, both to 
compete and to better serve their traditional aviation functions.
2. The commercial sector’s pursuit of affordable, accessible land.
3. Increased gateway passengers and cargo traffic generated by airports.
4. Airports serving as a catalyst and magnet for land-side business 
development
TERMINAL: Space for enplaning departing  activities.  Commercial 
purposes. Processing of the public. Most security, safety and operational 
requirements. Mediates between Land-side and Air-side operations.
JUST-IN-TIME:  Business model which reduces in-process 
inventory and carrying costs.  Relies on information from different points 
in the process of manufacture.  This term is also used to describe processes 
which rely on the speed of aviation to meet certain deadlines.
HETEROTOPIA: Foucault’s description of places which 
juxtaposes multiple places at the same time.  These spaces bring together 
once disparte pieces of cities into one space.  They are placeless like a boat 
floating in open ocean.
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instituted by the airport agencies have also served to limit exposure to risk. 
Can an airport become more secure with less security?
BORDERS
The airport is an assembly of material and immaterial controls.  People 
must navigate and interface with walls, thresholds, levels, partitions, gates, 
posts, the architecture of obstacles.  CCTV, radar, scanners, constitute 
the virtual controls both seen and unseen regulating who has access. 
Architectural elements are redefined into barriers, divorced from all 
considerations of space form and design intent.   The airport’s function is 
that of a valve, to regulate the flow of these disparate social groups either 
into airplanes, out into cities, or into it’s shops. It can also hold those who it 
deems as potentially harmful to its state.
KINETIC IDENTITY
The airport terminal is for a privileged public, regulated by surveillance 
and security.  A person’s digital double or biometric record in a database 
ties a body to an access code.  Ones identity at the airport determines what 
borders they can pass through, which spaces or lounges they can access 
and 
DESTINATION  
Since the inception of the airport, retail, food, entertainment, business 
have located themselves within or around the airport to take advantage 
of crowds of people and speed. As main sources of revenue shift from 
ticket sales to retail (Land-side) related programs, there grows a tension 
between the processing aspects of airport operation and the need to draw 
more people into land-side programs. Security and surveillance make the 
airport a desirable space to do business, yet limit access to only those with 
clearance. 
PREFACE
CONTENTION:
Architecture can critically embrace  systems of surveillance, security, and 
sorting to construct a new collective model for an increasingly kinetic 
population.  
As airports gain more autonomy from their served cities, they also gain 
more power, catalyzing growth by expanding services, connections and 
employing thousands of people.  Through a political re-alignment, untied 
from a contextual servant-served relationship, the airport typology will 
begin to take on qualities of a new type of society, constantly in flux.  This 
new frame work for living will in turn test new ideas about security and 
surveillance as it applies to global mobilities.  
HISTORY
We built airports before we really understood how they would be used 1. 
Historically they have evolved from simple air-fields with shack terminals, 
to romantic symbols of technology and class. These early incarnations were 
open to their communities and served as a technological spectacle.   Over 
the past half century, terrorism, the global market, and increased air traffic 
have shaped the airport from a romantic playground to a technological 
fortress.  Aviation, particularly in America, is associated with despair over 
queues, invasive security measures, and general discomfort. The airport 
has brought together the various activities and programs of the city, yet 
limits itself through its securitization and calculation.
RISK
Inherent with any mode of transportation is risk.  Risk at the airport has 
escalated from technical failure or accident to purposeful terror.  Both 
technological and political systems are employed to manage these threats, 
fears and paranoia. The cat and mouse game between terrorist techniques 
and threat detection is most evident in the American airport. The TSA’s 
authority extends beyond security checkpoints and into airport planning 
itself. While security actively engages threats, surveillance passively 
deters threats through assumed self regulation.  While these risks are 
predominantly measured with technology, controlling spatial organizations 
1 Kasarda, John D., and Greg Lindsay. Aerotropolis: the Way We’ll Live next. New 
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011. Print. 
1.
HISTORY      
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FLY
Ideas, money, products, talent and relationships are all commodities that 
rely on the speed of flight to be transported and exchanged in time. The 
phenomenon of the airport city has grown out of private interests investing 
in developing the resources of the airport, drawing key commercial and 
consumer oriented activities to generate growth.  European and Asian 
models are serving cities, while at the same time creating cities of their own 
centered around the airport.  The proximity allows for businesses depended 
on aviation to deliver just-in-time products and services1.  Unlike traditional 
cities, airport cities demand a level of planning for city-like growth over time. 
Historically airport terminals and runways have developed haphazardly, 
often outdated soon after they are built.  The constant strain of passengers 
and technological demands means airport must be able to expand (more 
runways, terminals, offices) while still having a logical layout or growth 
pattern.  The airport is also inherently a-contextual to its traditional urban 
contexts.  Typically at least 15 miles from urban centers they are generators 
of noise, pollution and paved surface, yet the airport has become so critical 
to a global life that we find ways to circumvent the noise pollution etc. 
TRADE
Accounting for over 40% of the value of world trade yet only 1% of the 
weight, products which fly are time sensitive.  I-pods, computers, cell phones 
and other electronics which become obsolete just weeks after becoming 
available to purchase fly because they get to markets the quickest2.  Just-in-
time manufacturing, or the arrival of specific products at specific times for 
assembly has been fueled by air travel which has in-turn directly affected 
markets.  China has become a world manufacturing base exploding at a 
rate of 9.4% GDP growth annually since 1978.  The manufacture of high 
tech goods far surpasses any other export type in value.  These goods 
represent nearly 58% of all exports to North America and Europe from 
China.  Computers 840,000 in 1995 to 45 million23.  Shipments to the  US 
include electronics, industrial machinery, power generation equipment, 
apparel and games.    Shipments from the US to China usually contain small 
1 Kasarda, John D., and Greg Lindsay. Aerotropolis: the Way We’ll Live next. New 
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011. Print. .
2 (Lindsay: Kasarda 119)
3 Fallows, James. “China Makes, The World Takes.” The Atlantic July-Aug. 2007. The  
Atlantic. July-Aug. 2007. Web. 20 Sept. 2011. <http://www.theatlantic.com/  
magazine/archive/2007/07/china-makes-the-world-takes/5987/>. 
packages for manufacturing, electronics, machinery, power generation 
equipment, medical equipment and semiconductors.  China takes in parts 
from around the world and assembles them into things to be shipped back 
around the world.  China exports today equal $288 Billion while the  U.S 
exports about $55 Billion to China4.  The trade imbalance between the US 
and China means US must  make up the difference through lower prices 
and stops en-route to pool cargo into planes.  The three mega-hubs of china 
Beijing, Shanghai Pudong and Guangzhou canton are the gateways to both 
centers of manufacture as well as huge populations.  
Besides the movement of things, people need to roam around Earth, 
whether for business, tourism, family, politics, refugee status, drug 
trafficking, etc. In order to sustain long distance relationships beyond 
the virtual, flying is the fastest means to meet face to face.  World wide 
passenger numbers have risen to 5.04 billion en-planements with estimates 
of nearly 7 billion en-planements by 20155.  People fly for a variety of 
reasons whether it be the “kinetic elite” who travels 300 days out of the 
year or a refugee who has been saving for years to afford a ticket to a better 
life.  Even with internet and telecommunications, flying is the fastest way to 
meet face to face its use will only increase in the years to come,   Airports 
will need to accommodate both increased use as well as new types of use. 
The agglomeration of office, industrial, and commercial spaces around 
airport hubs is a new urban model, a result.  However this speed has its 
limits.  Various crises threaten air-travel in the form of volcanic ash, global 
pandemics6 and terrorist attacks.  Flying is at the mercy of these different 
environmental and economic issues.
4 Tanger, Reed H. “The Air Cargo Market Between China and the United States: De-
mand, Developments and Competition.” Northwestern University Transportation Center (2007). 
Kellog School of Management. Web.
5 (Lindsay: Kasarda 19) 
6 2009 saw a decline in air trade volumes and passenger flights as a result of market 
conditions.  Similarly the eruption of the icelandic volcano Eyjafjallajokull caused the largest air 
traffic shut down in history costing nearly $1.7 billion for the airline industry.  107,000 flights 
canceled during  the 8 day shut down affecting nearly 10 million passengers.
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HISTORY
Airports where originally airfields, strips of dirt or tarmac clear and flat 
enough for planes to take-off and land on.  Even before the days of the 
terraformed island, the airport has reclaimed, shaped and consumed 
land7.  Land was filled, drained, and leveled to achieve a flatness that could 
mediate between the extreme speed of flight and the entropy of landscape. 
Terminals were quick and ready shacks, with tiny waiting areas and barely 
any facilities to speak of. The airport in its infancy sought to attract people 
to the spectacle of flight.  
Many airfields would set up grandstands and viewing platforms for people to 
watch as planes performed in air circuses and shows8.  Soon concessionaires, 
bookstalls, restaurants, and even cinemas settled in the airport, playing off 
the spectacle of airplane operations.  These new programs were a means 
to create a civic space for air-travel in the cities and municipalities these 
new airports served.  They also helped to supplement income lost in ticket 
sales.  The retailers provided rent, while airports provided the people.  The 
viewing devices of the balcony, terrace, and grandstand at the terminal 
served to ignite the romance between the public and flight.  People could 
drive to the airport, eat dinner, shop, watch flights, and engage in a new 
civic environment centered around the mystery and excitement of aviation. 
TERMINAL
Flight was a spectacle and the architecture sought to capitalize on this. 
Early terminals pursued the picturesque, such as the Boeing airport in 
Burbank, a Moorish style terminal with three levels stacked symmetrically, 
very little to suggest the new evolving technology of flight.  Utopian 
architects such as Le Corbusier on the other hand fully embraced speed 
and technology in his visions of the Ville Contemporanine, at the core of 
which would be a transport hub along with an airport.  As architects and 
the public fell in love with the newness of aviation’s speed and technology, 
Steel and glass replaced brick and mortar, compartmentalized rooms were 
replaced with open space, hollow transparent shells became the language 
7 See Kansai airport in Japan and Chep Lap Kok airport in Hong Kong.  Both 
reclaimed land out of the ocean, artificial islands containing all runways, terminal and support 
buildings. 
8 Gordon, Alastair. Naked Airport: a Cultural History of the World’s Most Revolution-
ary Structure. New York: H. Holt, 2004. Print.p. 15
of the terminal from the 60’s onward.  In the design for Idlewild airport (JFK) 
Wallace Harrison created glass faced monument with terraced restaurants 
and seating looking out on the tarmacs.  Harrison embraced the idea of the 
airport as an architecture of control, or at least in the sense of exposing 
passengers to maximum amount of concessions on a predetermined route. 
The airport under his hand had for the first time taken on an infrastructural 
scale, one which was designed as a processing machine for moving 
passengers efficiently while stopping them at opportune moments to 
spend9.  Harrison’s vision was too far ahead of its time, and was abandoned 
by the municipalities which could not afford such a radical concept.   
Idlewild (AKA, JFK Airport) became a menagerie of daring, but modestly 
sized, terminal buildings.  Concrete, glass, steel and wide spans created 
open cavernous interior environments never before seen in airport design. 
Most prominent are I.M Pei’s National Airline Sundrome and Eero Saarinen’s 
TWA’s terminal, both at the dawn of the jet-set age in the 1960’s.  Pei’s 
design created a low flat un-assuming exterior with a seemingly floating 
roof.  The metal roof truss structure rested on massive concrete piles 
eliminating the need for any interior load bearing walls or columns.  The 
space was rendered in shining marble floors and essentially bare save for 
the check in counters.  The facade was totally glass, including the mullions, 
creating a barely visible glass facade.   
On perhaps a more flamboyant note, Saarinen’s TWA Teminal 5 was 
meant to be a soaring, swooping masterpiece of concrete and glass.  The 
monumental vaulting forms of concrete created an sublime10 architecture 
both inside and out.   The airport was developing its spectacle not simply 
through flight but through the relationship between architecture and the 
culture of flying in the day represented through the sex and class of flying. 
Terminal 5 represents the plight of airport architecture, beautiful for its 
time but ultimately doomed to obsolescence under the demands of Jumbo 
Jets and airline deregulation.  
Today the current trend of airport architecture is towards the massive 
swooping section, encompassing all program under one massive roof. 
Under this “dome” lies a clutter of check in desks, new security checkpoint 
equipment, kiosks, shops, newsstands, queues, people movers, rest areas 
9 Naked Airport. p. 154
10 Sublime in this sense is the viewers reaction to the space described, evoking a 
sense of romance, adventure, freedom and sex which goes beyond the physical manifestation of 
the terminal.
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1930’S
2000’s
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Terraced restaurant overlooking the runway.
Harrison- JFK proposal drawing by Hugh Ferriss
Entry to Idlewild
Harrison- JFK proposal drawing by Hugh Ferriss
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Corbusier- Villa Contemporaine
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JFK-1960’S
JFK Terminal. Photograph. Web. http://www.automotiveluxury.com/jfk-airport-
transportation.html
Photograph: Ezra Stoller © Esto.
15
Photo via Pei Cobb Freed & Partners. Photo via Pei Cobb Freed & Partners.
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JFK Airport. Photograph. Web. <http://www.getfoxy.com/wp-content/up-
loads/2009/12/jfk-airport-address1.jpg>.
JFK Terminal. Photograph. Web. http://www.automotiveluxury.com/jfk-airport-
transportation.html
JFK-00’S
17
JFK Terminal. Photograph. Web. http://www.google.com/imgres?um=1&hl=en&sa=X
&biw=1024&bih=631&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&tbnid=Wk38w0mUhTFrKM:&imgrefurl=h
Jetblue Terminal. Photograph. Web. http://www.google.com/imgres?um=1&hl=en&
sa=X&biw=1024&bih=631&tbs=isz:l&tbm=isch&tbnid=oS6UcxkfL4wCzM:&imgrefurl
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and cafes. Design attention is paid to technological systems performance 
and efficiency, less and less to a human scale of design.  The processing and 
movement of passengers is more of issue of efficency over experience.  The 
grand promenade of the airport canbe at times a daunting walk across mile 
long terminals.    
SPECTATOR/SPECTACLE
With the advent of the Jet-age and airline deregulation, flying became 
affordable for a middle class.    Airports grew more crowded and more 
dangerous with the dawn of air terrorism.  The delays of security 
checkpoints, and other measures greatly increased the dwell time in the 
terminal.   Similarly the size of airports themselves increased with new 
requirements for jumbo-jet’s size and passenger capacity.  The subsequent 
design of airport terminals played off this relationship of bigness and time 
to create a terminal mall where one is distracted from increasing wait times 
by shopping, eating, and watching.  
The inflation of the airport’s physical size and capacity instigated a shift 
in British/European airport models from ownership by governmental 
and municipal agencies to private interests such as British Airways. 
Governmental agencies no longer want to keep up with the costs of rapid 
airport growth fueled by private interests and new low cost carriers.  This 
shift served to intensify the extra-aeronautical activities such as shopping 
by filling the gaps of dwell time with eating, shopping, entertainment, etc.  
There are now contending interests, that of mobilizing people through it’s 
spaces as fast as possible, while at the same time making them wait long 
enough to consume.  The visuality of signs, windows, information boards 
and shops are the architectural means to achieve movement and stillness 
at the airport, the filter through which we are able to see the inner workings 
of airport systems and become parts  processed within the machine.
Unlike other forms of transport, aviation has exploited its inherent spectacle 
into a generator of profit.  The draw of the airport lies in the multitude of 
city like functions accumulated over its lifetime.  While it has become more 
difficult for the public to simply go to the airport to enjoy a day of shopping 
and plane watching, these programs have been adapted for those trapped in 
the terminal waiting before or after security for their flight.  Their existence 
does little to engage the users of airports in a shared participation with 
one another.  Rather than a kind of programmatic friction   resulting from 
juxtaposed uses organized within a space, most airports  offers a kind of 
mute isolation, in which one is floating within a  space of distraction, only 
bothered to engage with shopping or entertainment when forced to dwell 
for an extended period of time.
M
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Hold Hold
Hold Hold
Hold Hold
Conflicting interests- Hold & Move
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2.
VISION
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Photo: The New York Times
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INSIDE OUT
The walls and curtains of glass which enclose the swooping forms of 
modern airports from the architects of Foster, Piano, Andreu, Fentress, 
etc. Strive for a transparency of lightness.  The materiality of architecture 
disappears and before you, 747 jumbo-jets are maneuvering, thrustering, 
loading and taxing in spectacular ways. Transparency attempts to couple 
the qualities of lightness with the utopian visions of fl ying by opening up a 
view of the tarmac and disolving the visual barrier between the passenger 
and his destination1.  Glass also serves as a fi lter, providing us vision, but 
at the same time keeping out noise and pollution.  This “Utopian Glass” 
(benjamin)2 revels the workings of the airport machine through a bubble, 
glass denies our other senses only giving us the visual.
ARCADE VISION
The windows between the fl aneaur3 and the shops he was meandering by 
provided the transparency between the person and commodity, the fi rst 
fl irtation with possible consumption.  We observe the world around us 
through glass and screens, lingering and moving along a kind of fl oating 
tragectory.  With the proliferation of shops, restaurants, nightclubs, casinos, 
spas, libraries, movie theaters, etc in airports, the glass pane offers a 
similar transparency,  arresting us to distraction, controlling movement, 
behavior and spending. Heathrow airport alone has over 600,000 sq. ft 
of retail space with passengers spending an average of $25 each visit, 
taking in nearly twice as much revenue per square foot than downtown 
shops.  As we idle by our views out to the tarmac  waiting for our next fl ight 
we are captivated by the shimmer in the window nearby, the light, color, 
movement from a screen.  We tracelessly 4meander from point to point. 
We can wait at the cafe, shop at the H&M, get a massage at the local spa, 
peruse duty free wine and spirits, or browse for a new book for our fl ight. 
We are drawn from spectacle to spectacle through the transparent display. 
This vision is strategic in controlling movement and behavior of passengers, 
1 Fuller, Gillian. “Windows 2.1- Mostion Aesthetics at the Airport.” Ed. Mark 
Salter. Politics at the Airport (2008): 161-71. Print.
2 The rationality and enchaniting qualities of glass technology would transform life 
into a tranparent, enlightented rather than closed society. (Mertins 10)
3 “The person who walks the city to experience it”- Charles baudelarire . The Stroller 
or walker of the city is defi ned as the well dressed Parisian man.  Benjamin’s Flaneur is a more 
highly perceptive observer analyzing the city as they experience it.  
4 Benjamin’s  proposal of “traceless” living, fully transparent without any secrets 
(Mertins 19)
the planning of program, view and retail is not simply design intuition, 
but scientifi c calculation produced by computers modeling the fl ow of 
people.  These planning techniques have resulted in enormous revenues 
for airports, Heathrow for example has over 600,000 sq. ft of retail space 
drawing an average of $25 from each passenger as they wait for their fl ight. 
The vision apparatus at work here transforms the passenger into spectator, 
into spender, captivating and then manipulating movement and stillness 
into a productive force.  Glass becomes a tracelessness medium through 
which information, desires, and images freely pass.
23
Arcade Vision
Surveillance Vision
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SURVEILLANCE VISION
While I will touch on issues of authroitaive surveillance at length, I would like 
to elaborate on surveillance between people and processes. Surveillance 
vision allows us to watch as actions unfold, we ourselves become part of the 
drama, constantly under the gaze of both people and cameras. This visual 
relationship is established through the kind of anonymity of being in public 
and lost in our itineraries. We lose identity, adrift in a sea of super public 
international bodies.  
The shear number of different cultures, religions, races, genders 
represented at an international airport presents a fascinating opportunity 
to simply sit and watch.  Dramas unfold, families wave good bye to their 
loved ones, couples reunite, children make a ruckus playing hide and seek 
in the waiting areas.  The terminal space re-shapes traditional notions of 
public and private space.  Many of our most intimate social moments can 
play out before an international crowed of passengers.   In crises such 
as the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajokull in Iceland, tens of thousands of 
passengers were stranded, sleeping on cots in the middle of concourses. 
In the closed environment of airports when faced with crises such as the 
extended layover, we must also face each other and deal collectively with 
living in a terminal.  
HAPTIC VISION
Movement and vision in the terminal becomes instinct, signs constitute an 
information space.   The instant recognition of signs and patterns renders 
vision haptic, we do not read, but rather feel our way through5. 41. Our 
movement is modulated by our itinerary, queues and checkpoints moving 
point to point “ lost without landmarks in smooth space”- Deluze. A person 
experiences the airport like a film, one frame at a time, accumulating to 
a linear perceptible movement.   Without Architecture, systems become 
loose.  Movements are precisely regulated, parts of overlapping and 
cohering systems which occupy a finite physical space.  
5 (Fuller, Harley, 41)
INFORMATIONAL VISION
The staging, movement and  coordination of flight attracts people to dwell 
by the windows, around which a range of stores and restaurants are located 
to maximize amounts of spending6.  Flight information screens function in a 
similar way, holding people to space and then flanking them with spending 
opportunities.  The window’s transparency acts in  a similar way to that 
of the Paris arcades, allowing the consumer and the product to be in a 
visual relationship, enticing desire.  Similarly the electronic screens of 
flight tables, television screens, signs etc, give us movement information. 
Computer models predict the behavior of passenger movement through 
terminal spaces and output proper arrangement and dimensions to 
maximize exposure and use7.   At once we are queued, the next we are 
traversing a people mover to get to our gate.  
At the scale of the airport a new kind of informational vision is formed 
which reveals the workings of overlapping systems. “Domestic, business, 
retail and recreation spaces ensure that no time is wasted time.” -Gillan 
fuller8.   A passenger is being processed by the “airport machine”, while 
witnessing all other processes taking place  simultaneously. 
This transparency between overlapping systems creates a visual sublime 
juxtaposing interrelated systems atop one another.  This layering positions 
us not only as observers of a system, but also participants.
6 Adey, Peter. “’May I Have Your Attention’: Airport Geographies of Spectatorship, 
Position, and (im)mobility.” Environment and Planning D: Society and Space 25: 551-36.Pion. 
Web. 20 Oct. 2011. <http://www.envplan.com/allvols.cgi?journal=D>.
7 The firm Space Synax does such computer models, examining the spatial layout of 
cities and buildings and its affect on behavior.http://www.spacesyntax.com/
8 (Fuller. Windows 2.1, 183)
25
Haptic Vision
Informational Vision
3.
SURVEILLANCE
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http://graphics8.nytimes.com/images/2011/03/08/opinion/morris_ashtray_panopticon/mor-
ris_ashtray_panopticon-blog427.jpg  From Jeremy Benthem
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SPACE/ POWER
Jeremy Benthem’s panopticon1 was an architectural technology to solve the 
issue of surveillance, in which the very possibility of being watched would 
affect a prisoners behavior.  In this case the technology of architecture 
allowed for a central vision to exercise power over a space. The surveillance 
camera is the technological means for vision.  In the case of the camera it 
allows for a space/time detachment from space.  A viewer can be remote 
and playback a scene from an earlier time.  In an advance of electronic 
vision there exists a new kind of information vision which has the ability 
to tie biometrics to sight.  In some cases this new vision does not need a 
human observer to make assessments of a scene.  These different forms 
of surveillance technology have replaced themselves to become less and 
less visible.
Space is a social construct, consisting of individuals, and the agencies which 
regulate them.  The agencies of space in a city have the right to exercise 
power over the people who use it.  The city is a mixture of different types 
of spaces, consisting of different members of the public2.    The surveillance 
camera is a means to reinforce traditional notions of perceived social class, 
a way of exercising power remotely.  Where the panopticon reinforces a 
homogenous space on a mixture of inmates to create a self regulating 
system through an unknowing gaze, urban surveillance camera is a means 
of sorting in a heterogeneous space.  The effect on a person is meant to be 
the same, to create an atmosphere of unknowing through which one can 
modify his or her behavior accordingly.15.  Surveillance negotiates the new 
territory 
 In practice surveillance is a form of method of social sorting, where  people 
are locked into their existing social roles through overseeing agencies. 
Foucault elaborates on this fixing of people in their social places  in the 
1 http://cartome.org/panopticon2.htm   Circular building with divided prisoner cells 
occupying the circumference. Each cell contains a window to allow for light to illuminate the 
prisoners, while the inner circumference is composed of iron grating   Inspector lodge occupies 
the center of this circular space.  Between the cells and the inspector is open space to allow 
for the inspector to be at the visual center of the circular volume.    The inspectors volume is is 
composed of blinds to allow for viewing out, but not viewing in by the prisoners. There are also 
tin tubes to allow for remote audio access to the individual prison cells.
2 Koskela, Hille. “‘Cam Era’ – the Contemporary Urban Panopticon.*.” Cam Era 
3.1 (2008). Surveillance and Society. 2008. Web. 12 Oct. 2011. <http://www.surveillance-and-
society.org/>.  Panopitc power of techonolgy is extended electronically. The influence of this 
extended space of control creates new semi-public, surveilled and unsurveilled spaces. 
medieval town dealing with the crisis of the plague, every individual must 
take great pains as to not infect one another, only certain people were 
allowed to interact with the sick.  Authorities had to keep constant eyes 
on the town to ensure is quarantine.  A disciplinary mechanism tracks the 
movement and behavior of each person, constantly sorting or regulating 
interactions.  The politics of seeing trap individuals and their behvaior into 
“laboratory of power.”  The Panopticon or the panoptic gaze locates 
bodies, identifies relationships and reinforces hierarchical organizations. 
Foucault differentiates between the “Violent” segregation of plagued city 
of  and the more light, rapid and effective use of panopticism to exercise 
power.  Panopticism as an apparatus of power could be used by states, 
soverignties,  authorities to keep eyes on the minutia of city life.  Police 
instead of cameras watched streets, mechanically recording behavior, 
individuals, appearances and suspisions3
   CCTV, GPS, RFID, Metal detectors, explosives sniffers, and back scatter 
machines are all technological solutions to address social issues.  These 
technologies mediate between people and the built environment, sorting 
between those who appear to belong and “the other4.”  Conversely, 
defensible space is architecture which supposedly enables a kind of 
informal surveillance through building layout and planning.  This kind of 
planning removes the turf of the criminal and allows communities to secure 
themselves5.
POWER/ SPACE
The surveillance camera has produced a new kind of semi-public space, 
those publicly accessible, but  containing a set of rules and behaviors which 
must be obeyed.  Malls are a common example of a space privately owned, 
open to the public, and highly monitored.  While the cameras are looking 
for the unwanted urban dwellers, they also focus their attention on the 
employees, ensuring honest practices.  Surveillance creates a contained 
environment. A stage in which those being watched become super-visible 
and those watching disappear in the darkness. 6  This stage is the means 
3 Foucault, Michel. “Panopticism.” Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison. 
New York: Pantheon, 1977. Print.
4 Undesirable person in Urban Environment, homeless, gypsies, those who do not 
belong to an accepted social sphere. (Koskela)
5 From Oscar Newman’s defensible space theory. Factors of territoriality, Natural 
Surveillance, Image, Milieu.  The theory is controversial since it requires a certain agency on 
the part of the city, residents and police forces to actually work.
6      Koskela, Gaze (10)
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by with power is exercised imparting “a state of conscious and permanent 
visibility that, according to Foucault, “assures the automatic functioning of 
power.”  The audience, or those viewing the actors on stage, is anonymous, 
they are difficult to locate, you neither know how many there are, or if they 
are indeed paying attention.  
This uncertainty, or threat of being watched, creates a self regulating body, 
where the actions of the prisoner are affected by this threat.   This effect is 
also seen in CCTV surveillance in private spaces and urban environments. 
While primarily their goal is to record potential crimes, cameras also impart 
a manufactured conscious to make one regulate their own behavior.  This 
is only achieved if indeed the subject is able to see the cameras which are 
viewing them.  The wild proliferation of cameras has made them nearly 
invisible to the casual passerby. Where in the Panopticon, the threat of 
surveillance was manifested in a contained architecture, urban surveillance 
cameras have become smaller and smaller, blending into out everyday 
lives without notice. When we do notice its very presence of a camera may 
instead impart fear, guilt, or exposure to an individual.  Similarly there is 
a stigma that cameras exist only in spaces where there is a threat of some 
transgression.  They are mis-trusting, unseen eyes imposing constant vision 
over spaces.  
Surveillance is by no means neutral, it is very much influenced by the 
physical appearance of people.  The increasing use of cameras a voyeuristic 
devices in particular way surveillance has created a gendered space where 
women are the object of unseeing male eyes.  Here we see the sexualization 
of women exercised through the power of surveillance rendering a space 
of vulnerabilities19.  Since power is being exercised by a human observer 
there is the underlying biases, and proclivities which influence his/her gaze. 
Bodies under surveillance then come under abuse by an imperfect/corrupt 
observer.  
RECOGNITION
Surveillance in urban and private environment reduces human activities 
to only sight.  The power of the camera does not (traditionally) identify 
anomalies on its own, rather the operator or viewer is using their vision to 
interpret the vision of the camera.  The hegemonic vision of the operator 
in most cases targets the unwanted underclasses of cities, homeless, poor, 
mentally ill.  By cleaning the streets of these people, space is supposedly 
reclaimed by its true owners, or those who belong to the society proper. 
This exclusion  fragments urban environment into those who belong to the 
societal constructs of space, in effect applying limits to urbanity.  
Increasingly surveillance modes have shifted towards biometrics7 and facial 
recognition for detecting, sorting potential threats to urban environments. 
These technologies sharpen vision and are actively engaged with stopping 
a threat before it happens.  Pattern recognition is the access key to digital 
and physical spaces.  This technology has migrated to surveillance cameras 
where those under recording can be paired with a database of stored images 
and subsequently be identified8.  For example a criminal who has been 
previously stored in a facial database can be instantly recognized  by the 
camera in a crowd of people and thus be made visible to those in authority 
over the space.  These new systems make the tracking of individuals nearly 
effortless since the only an image of a persons physical body is needed. 
While biometrics decreases the need for human observers, it further 
jeopardizes privacy by networking data and potentially data errors9.  Data 
can be manipulated, corrupted, or deleted compromising the framework 
of the biometric system.  Furthermore the technology which is attempting 
to solve a social issue is also replacing human eyes with computers.  With 
facial recognition technology not only are humans removed from roles 
of observation, but the software can instantly recognize and cross-check 
faces with data-doubles, assessing your threat level10.   Surveillance then 
becomes a distancing of power and instant assessment of threat. While 
the CCTV has the ability to see constantly, it is the power to recognize 
7 Koskela. Gaze. (p. 255)
8 The measurement and analysis of unique physical or behavioral characteristics (as 
fingerprint or voice patterns) especially as a means of verifying personal identity.  http://www.
merriam-webster.com/dictionary/biometrics
9 Poster, Mark. “Foucault and Databases.” The Mode of Information: Poststructural-
ism and Social Context. Chicago: University of Chicago, 1990. Print.
10 Gray, Mitchell. “Urban Surveillance and Panopticism: Will We Recognize the Facial 
Recognition Society?” Surveillance and Security 3.1. Surveillance  and Security. 2008. Web.  12 
Oct. 2011 <http://www.surveillance-and-society.org> 
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May or may not be under 
watch.  Unknowing 
Not aware of camera’s gaze Not aware of what information 
is being networked.
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instantly which differs from panopticism.  As bodies move so does control. 
The spatial confines of a panopitic prison are useless when monitoring is 
networked and mobile.    
Beyond facial recognition new informational technologies allow for 
remote sensing of a persons body temperature, or what are called micro-
expressions.  These systems go beyond the purely physical appearance are 
able to detect underlying symptoms or intent.  During the SARS outbreak 
in Asia, Body temperature imaging technologies were used to detected 
elevated temperatures on individuals entering flights.  
With all means of surveillance, power is attained through the de-
contextualization of situation and emotion.  The reduction and abstraction 
of human action whether it be behavior or facial data  fails to take into 
account human emotion.  Traditional and electronic means of surveillance 
rely on visibility and seeing as a way of “sanitizing” space of unwanted 
people or behavior.  This politic of seeing lies in  
BIOMETRICS
Biometrics are measurements of uniqueness of the human body, recorded, 
networked and used to identify a body under surveillance.  Physiological 
characteristics (hand, iris, face) and behavioral ( voice, typing) can be used 
to uniquely record a person’s identity.
Modern uses of biometrics at airport checkpoints and borders involve 
a combination of different techniques, all with varying  pros and cons. 
Currently all biometric system operate along verification and identification 
methods. 
Verfication: user carries an ID card from which to compare the biometric 
data.
Identification compares a biometric with database without cards, positive 
recognition of enrolled subject.  
Fingerprints: Are the earliest types of biometrics used in 7th century 
china as form of seal or signature.  Used in India in 19th century, stop 
impersonation of pensioners who had died. 
Success rate dependent on size and quality of print or photo.  Scars etc. 
play a role.  
Iris codes: Every Iris unique, many degrees of randomness.  Measurement 
of Hippus fluctuation of diameter of pupil. Possible to print a persons iris on 
a pupil. Requires very precise lighting conditions.
Voice recognition: identifies speaker from short utterance.   
Facial thermograms: Map suface temperature of face, shape of ears, gait, 
lip prints, pattern of hand veins. requires infrared camera to detect facial 
heat patterns11. Can tell if there is presence of a fever.  
Hand geometry:  Airports immigrants and naturalization service for fast 
track security.  
Implementation:  Currently a variety of countries and airports are 
embedding biometrics into systems of surveillance and security.  American 
passports have fingerprint information embedded in them.  Schiphol 
airport offers a paid Privium program enrolling members in iris scans and 
providing cards to quickly pass through security.  
The networking of biometrics  begins to streamline the checkpoint.  As 
represented in movies such as Gattaca and minority report, the border is 
made mobile, one only needs to walk through a turnstile or pass by a camera 
to be recognized by a computer network.  Unlike defensive architecture in 
the form of a castle and its subsequent defensive strategies, biometrics 
operates to 
11 http://fingerchip.pagesperso-orange.fr/biometrics/types/face.htm
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Gattaca. Dir. Andrew Niccol. By Andrew Niccol. Perf. Ethan Hawke, Uma Thurmond. Columbia 
Pictures, 1997. DVD.
Enter Gattaca 
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Identification
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Minority Report. Dir. Steven Spielberg. Perf. Tom Cruise, Colin Farrell. Twentieth Century Fox, 
2002. DVD.
“Pre-cogs” see 
crimes before 
they happen, 
enabling police 
to arrest people 
before they 
commit them.
Iris scanners 
a ubiquitous 
means of 
identification. 
Used by 
police and 
advertisements
Police can 
deploy 
“spiders” to 
scan residents 
in search of 
their suspect.
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SECURITY
Security1 is a trade off of something (money, time, resources, to protect 
against threats to our well being or general welfare.  It is an exchange of 
freedoms,   privacy in exchange for the freedom from terrorist threats2. 
Like surveillances technique of sorting, security is also a kind of social 
construct which through its 
The emergence of electronic security measures have de-spatialized border 
security. Technological solutions to security including, CCTV, Sensing 
devices, motion detectors, biometrics, facial recognition software and GPS 
tracking have begun to blur the line between surveillance and security. 
As people move between countries, security is no longer useful if it is 
discrete, instead it is networked, part of a global system to protect again 
mobile threats.   The decentralization of state power has created a mobile 
sovereignty one which is able to track and record movement of subjects 
globally, an invisible stream of information running behind human society. 
Surveillance and the intelligence gained from this surveillance allows for 
proactive defense against threats.
Where traditional architectural forms of security  relied on fortification to 
keep threats out,  technological means are designed to integrate everyone 
into a networked system.  This networked security relies on knowing where 
everyone is and their potential to cause harm.  Governmental security 
agencies can then assign a risk assessments to an individual to alert 
authorities as they encounter checkpoints like those at the airport.  This 
societal security is the reinforcement of identity through the identification 
of social roles or status (see passage on court societies).  Judgements can be 
made on ones background, credit scores, relationships, purchasing history, 
etc.  The criteria which determines threat level is tied to one background.   
Despite the emphasis on security especially in American airports, often our 
feeling of security does not match the realities of security.  By understanding 
how we value security and make trade-offs for it, a more clear method of 
securing airports may result.   
1 The state of being free from danger or threat, 
1. The safety of a state or organizations against criminal activities such as terror-
ism, theft or espionage
2. Procedures followed or measures taken to ensure such safety 
3. The state of feeling safe, stable and free from fear or anxiety
2 I differentiate between safety and security, the key difference being safety is a  of 
state free from unintentional  threats , where as security is a protection from intentional harm. 
PSYCHOLOGY + SECURITY 
Our response to the risks we perceive through flying are often new security 
or safety measures.  There are two types of security, the feeling and reality 
of security3. How secure we feel vs. how secure we actually are can be 
very different things. Security is then a trade-off exchanging money, time, 
convenience, liberties, etc. in an attempt to secure something.  Where the 
trade-offs become problematic is where we exaggerate one set of risks 
while underplaying others.  In a way we perceive the risk of flying at 32,000 
ft. to be greater than that of driving, even though the reality is that flying 
is statistically safer.  As a result of this feeling, we make constant trade-
offs to reinforce a sense of safety and security in airports.  Will talk about 
the reality of risks that we face and how a general public (traveler) reacts 
to these events through a series of quick mental judgments.  Next we will 
examine a kind of top down reaction to risk through government action. 
By examining the way we respond to risks at a psychological level we can 
better understand how these perceptions and reactions are manifested in 
public policy and  architecturally. 
TERROR
Irrational fear stems from the psychology of how we value risks differently. 
For example if one imagines a death in an airplane, the attacks from movies 
and television come to mind, a terrorist crashes airplanes into towers, 
holds hostage a plane full of passengers or sets off a bomb 32,000ft4. In 
the air.  The goal of the terrorist attack is to produce a spectacle, one which 
implants a feeling of unease, insecurity and fear in a general public. The 
attack is designed to be most spectacular, while this could be in the number 
of deaths, the attacks main goal is to exploit media attention to influence 
an audience.  While terrorism’s means to achieve fear has classically been 
through mass murder, it is also achieved the targeting of symbols or more 
specifically non-combatant targets.  The Twin Towers and the Pentagon, 
for example are symbols of a western, capitalist ideology which served 
as a target for groups looking to coerce its ideology. The 9-11 terror 
attacks cost Al-queda $500,000 while its affects cost the US $500 Billion 
3 Schneier, Bruce. “The Psychology of Security.” (2008). Web. <http://www.schneier.
com/essay-155.html>.
4 Carlsson, Fredrik, Olof Johansson-stenman, and Peter Martinsson. “Is Transport 
Safety More Valuable in the Air.” Journal of Risk and Uncertainty 28.2: 147-633. Web.
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The TV series Lost is based around 
a freak plane crash over the Pacific 
Ocean, stranding a group of survi-
vors on a mysterious island.
Abrams, JJ. “Lost.” Pilot. ABC. 01X01. 
US Airways Flight 1549’s emergency 
landing in the Hundson River. Hero 
Captian Sully saves the plane.
http://www.shallownation.com/images/
us_airways_plane_crash_hudson_river_
Pan Am Flight 103 exploded over 
Lockerbie Scotland by Terrorist.
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chive/01210/lockerbie_1210206c.jpg
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to prevent it form happening again5.   Most of the countermeasures were 
implemented at airport security, where we perceived a breach or loophole 
to exist.  The airplane has always carried a certain fear of attack because 
of its vulnerability isolated in the air.  Hijackings in the late 60’s and 70’s 
underline this cultural fear.  Similarly the airplane, as evidenced in 9-11, can 
be used as a weapon of mass destruction without the introduction of more 
explosives, than what is already present in the fuel tanks.  
FAILURE
Failure in an aircraft is not under the control of the individual themselves, 
they are at the mercy of a pilot and the technological systems keeping them 
in the air.  Similarly these risks are the most hyped, the subject of media 
scrutiny and entertainment spectacle.  It is this combination of perceived 
risks verses real risks which have made our safest means of public transport 
the most feared.  However this argument could not be made without the 
fail-safes which modern technology provides.  There was a time when 
flying was a frontier, it was only through failure and the implementation 
of technology and procedure to curtail these issues where flying became 
a viable option for mass movement.  On the other hand the automobile 
is a kind of common, everyday risk which is statistically more risky, but 
under-acknowledged because of the familiarity with how it operates.  We 
feel safer in the automobile because we are in control of it, or in more 
direct contact with the person behind the wheel.  While we can still die 
in a spectacular crash, we are less aware or willing to be aware of this 
possibility even though it is statistically greater.  We have the tendency to 
believe that an accident cannot happen in something we are controlling.
REALITY
The car is also not perceived as a target of terrorism since it is transportation 
for the individual vs. public.  While one could argue a car-bombs as car 
terrorism, they are certainly not in the minds of people when the start their 
car in the morning, less they have a fear someone is after them.  Public 
transport inherently carries with the the risk that someone is might be 
willing to attack the population.  For example the London Bus bombings 
and Madrid train attacks were attacks on a contained population in close 
proximity to provide maximum amount of death.  It is this claustrophobic 
5 Anderson, Ross. “Terror, Justic, Freedom.” Security Engineering: a Guide to Build-
ing Dependable Distributed Systems. Indianapolis, IN: Wiley Pub., 2008. Print.
public container which poses risk of attack.  The airplane is only one form 
of transport which can be targeted, however we value it more and are 
willing to pay more to reduce our perceived risks of it.  These fears are a  of 
reaction to the spectacular qualities of dying in a plane attack or accident. 
In reality aviation related deaths account for about a few hundred deaths 
world wide each year, while in the US alone nearly 40,000 people die each 
year on the road6.  
Our response to each threat is different exaggerated in the case of aviation 
where there is a kind of personified fear of the terrorist as well as a 
technological fear of the failure.  If we look at the history of the automobile 
we see that cars were once a feared piece of machinery in the city, and 
there were no rules for how they should behave on the road.  As a result 
of this thousands died on city streets simply because driving was not fully 
understood as a social, or urban construct.  Eventually through driving 
awareness, traffic engineering, traffic lights and policing the automobile 
driver was eventually tamed for travel on city streets.  Similarly cars 
themselves became safer with the deployment of seat-belts and airbags.  
Aviation has also undergone a long history of safety measures.  Making 
it one of the safest means of public transport.  However because of its 
publicness and its ability to be used as a Geo-political weapon, it is one 
area targeted by terrorist groups.  The media hype represented in new-
media, film, and TV fictions intensifies the spectacular qualities of flight 
being either under hijacking or accident.  These representations shift our 
perceptions and force us to reevaluate our willingness to secure ourselves 
against the possibilities of these events.  
Emotions play high after terrorist attack, causing us to be more willing 
to pay for it not to happen again.  This ripple effect of fear causes both 
individuals and governments to pour resources into a response or defense.
The  shocking vividness of September 11, 2001  produced intense emotions 
of outrage and fear, causing public policy to respond with new wars, 
security measures and defense.  While the probabilty of another attack is 
statistically low, out vivid images and associated emotional responses do 
not give attention to issues of liklihood7.  
6 Schneier, security p. 3
7 Sunstein, Cass R. “Terrorism and Probability Neglect.” The Journal of Risk and 
Uncertainty 26.2 (2003): 121-36. Web. p.8
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HEURISTICS
There is clearly a reasoning behind the fear of flying which is not completely 
rational more intuitive. This heuristic processing has developed in the 
brain as a means of evaluating the risks of everyday life. Heuristics are the 
shortcuts or intuitive biases we employee in order to evaluate a situation 
without knowing all the information to calculate a risk.  While heuristics 
make sense of a uncontrolled situation or environment, they also carry the 
biases of the observer with their instinctual decision makings. 
For instance the availability heuristic8 is a mental shortcut which uses 
previous experiences, or easily remembered data to make decisions on new 
real world scenarios.  We tend to remember vivid vs. abstract information, 
our most extreme experiences are the data by which we interpret new 
experiences. The information we use in our availability heuristics can be 
skewed by various sources of our information. Vivid images from the media, 
internet, newspapers, television form the available ideas from which we 
base fear or risk off of.  We often do not remember the source of these 
images or stories so when we employe our availability heuristic we are 
unable to judge the reliability of the source9.  This has serious implications 
on the way risks are either exaggerated or underplayed, and why more 
often than not the spectacular risk out-ways the everyday risk.  
RESPONSE
Just like our feeling of risk can be out of sync with reality, so too can be 
our responses.  For instance the TSA’s new policies since 9-11 such as liquid 
containers and shoe removal have all been responses to past threats, they 
do not anticipate the threat which will come next.  The measures taken at 
these borders are best at catching the sloppy terrorist or criminal, the well 
funded, well planned perpetrator will get through because they already 
know the weakest links in the system.  
Most of the TSA’s new rules amount to “Security Theater10,” where the new 
procedures only affect is on the feeling or appearance of security, not the 
8 Tversky, Amos, and Daniel Kahneman. “Availibility: a Heuristic for Judging Fre-
quency and Probability.” Cognitive Psychology. (1973). Colorado State. Web. 
Frequent events are easier to recall that infrequent ones, we use this experience to structure 
our perceptions.  
9 Schneier, security p.14
reality of how we should actually be securing against attacks.  
SAFETY
Safety is predominantly concerned with leveraging hazard with risk.   The 
loss of safety occurs through unintended processes, it is an accident not 
an attack.  Safety in the context of the airport means that all systems and 
supporting infrastructures are working normally.  The accident or failure is 
mitigated through procedures, technology, alarms, and inspection.  Unlike 
security, safety is concerned with unintended harm, not an intentional 
threat.  This is not to say that natural hazards are not a significant part of 
the risk taken on by air travel.  Weather, fire, ash, landscape, birds have 
all created failures in flight and airport operations.  Hazards are avoided 
primarily through mechanical and electronic protocols which create a 
system to . Similar to the methods of security safety is instituted on a cause 
and effect basis.  Birds for example pose a significant hazard to airport 
operation, easily sucked into a jet engine or slammed into a windshield. 
Poisonous vegetation, electrified mats, or predator sounds are all employed 
to discourage birds colonizing around airports. 
Safety is also a state of mind where one is free from the potential risks of an 
event.  Safety encompasses a variety of systems and communications which 
must be operating extremely precisely to maintain a level of  normalcy in 
the operation of the airport.  Systems in place on the ground such as air 
traffic control and emergency response cover the overlap between the 
planes occupation of the airport tarmac and airspace.  
Safety is learned, discovered over time from practice and failure. 
Aerotopia will realign feelings and realities of security and safety by 
realigning the act of flight through the everdayness of it.  Rather than 
being a drawn out all day affair of traveling to an airport, checking in, 
being screened, waiting, boarding and taking off, residents and visitors 
of Aerotopia will open their front doors into the terminal.  By making air-
travel an everyday part of life, Aerotopians learn to accept the inherent 
risks without trading off an enormous amount of money, time, resources, 
freedoms, etc to enjoy it.   
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Photograph. Associated Press. Web. <http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/07/06/tsa-terrorism-warning-t_n_891206.html>.
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Pre-Screening zone: This area is the most public space of the terminal, it 
is where passengers arrive from their transportation modes and first enter 
the airport.  This space is primarily for grand architectural-ness, signage 
and Ticketing.  
Queuing Space: TSA recommends  the queue be bounded by double straps 
stanchions.  Lanes are typically 3-5 ft while.  They must be big enough for 
peak flows of people. This is the main bottleneck at the airport where one 
must be approved to be allowed into the sterile side of the terminal. 
Travel Document Checker: This agent is in charge of Verifying documents 
before they passengers enter the Queue.  A podium for the TDC is required. 
The TDC operator must have clear views of the machines and no barriers 
should impede his view of the bag feed zone in front of the conveyor.  Mini-
queues in front of the officer podiums function to sort the flows out of the 
main queue.  
Carry-On baggage X-Ray:  Composed of loading table, roller conveyor, In-
feed tunnel, Scanning Belt, X-ray Dome, Out-feed, extension rollers
Walk Through Metal Detector (WTMD): “Electronic Archway” used to 
detect metallic weapons and metal contraband on a body.  
Barriers/ ADA Gates: These barriers are used to prevent unauthorized 
bodies from passing into the sterile area from the non- sterile area.  All 
Gaps exceeding 12” must be closed. 
Advanced Imaging Technology: Back-scatter and Millimeter-wave 
scanners image through clothing to detect prohibited items.  
Holding Stations: Holds passengers until screeners can escort them to 
secondary screening areas.
Explosives Trace Detection: Bottle Liquid Scanner, Alternate 
Viewing Station- Secondary screening areas for further detecting 
after first scanning, consists of explosives trace detection, bottle 
liquid canter, Mobile cabinet and stainless steel bag search tables. 
AIR DEFENSE
Active measures employed to protect the populations which flow through it 
each day.  The TSA (Transport Security Administration)  is the security force 
responsible for the detection of threats and the active prevention of them. 
Security at the airport is achieved through  three means.  
SPACE:  designed in such a way as to deter threats.
ACTIVE SECURITY PROCEDURES: such as pat downs, and detection of 
prohibited items.  
SURVEILLANCE: while not necessarily an active security measure in 
the sense of physical officers or processes, lends to a sense of a secure 
environment in the airport.  
SAFETY: comprises the range of systems, protocols and technologies in 
place to protect from failure or accident. 
It is the interaction between these 
methods through which I wish to analyze the airport and then analyze their 
relationship with passengers and architecture.
ARCHITECTURAL 
FORTIFICATION
Spatial organizations are regulated by security’s agency to control, 
regulate and deter risk to the operation of various systems.  This sequence 
of spatial control begins as early as curb-side check in and follows through 
to the tarmac.  Architectural fortification serves to prevent unauthorized 
bodies or things from crossing into the sterile areas of the airport.  There 
is a geopolitical agency in constructing this kind of border condition, 
representing the first and last exercise of a nation/state/city’s sovereignty 
before entering airspace. The design guideline manual from the TSA lays 
out suggestions and best practices for airport layout and security protocols. 
They are not requirements, however they reflect the general state of most 
airports security measures.  Following is an architectural narrative of 
security from the TSA1.
1 United States. Transport Security Administration. Recommended Security Guide-
lines for Airport Planning, Design and Construction. TSA. Print.  
The definination of archtiectural fortification at the airport are pulled from this TSA design 
manual.  
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TSA AIRPORT DESIGN
AIR-SIDE: Integrated system of pavements, runways, taxiways, aircraft 
aprons, Lighting, commercial operations, flight aids, ground and air traffic 
control facilities, cargo operations and other support activities for the 
aircraft themselves. Restricted perimeters, fencing, walls, boundaries. 
Natural features such as water bodies, mounds, berms etc used as defense 
mechanisms
TERMINAL: The terminal is the building where all flight and retail 
operations are located.  Terminal mediate between landside and airside 
processing passengers, airplanes and luggage.  The terminal is organized 
into sterile and non-sterile areas, often programs are located beyond 
security checkpoints.  Distance between different areas is designed into 
the layouts as to delay possible threats trying to penetrate checkpoints or 
borders. 
FENCING: Located around the perimeter of the airport, chain link along 
with barbed/ razor fencing is used to define the airport campus and secure 
the often long penetrable perimeter.
WALLS:  Walls, based on the TSA’s guidelines, are used defensively as 
physical and visual barriers.  Within security checkpoints they are used 
to compartmentalize individuals passing through. They deter threats by 
concealment.  If an attack should occur they must stand up to blasts.
ELECTRONIC BOUNDARIES: Electronic sensors, motion detectors, 
infrared/ microwave sensors are used in conjunction with alarms and CCTV 
to continuously monitor every area of the airport remotely. 
NATURAL BARRIERS:  The surrounding landscape of the airport campus 
can be manipulated to create natural barriers between the airport’s territory 
and its surroundings.  Earthen mounts, water bodies, forests, swamps, 
cliffs, wetlands, etc. serve as visual and physical barriers, concealing the 
operations of the airport to the outside world.
GATES: Used to regulate access to certain spaces or facilities.  
Private Search Area: Private room in back end of checkpoint in sterile 
area. For passengers who request private room for a pat down.
Egress Seating: on sterile side to provide respite for passengers to re-
compose themselves after screening.  
Supervisory transportation security officer (STSO) Podium: Oversees 
entire screening operation.  Must be on Sterile side near checkpoint, have 
unobstructed view of the operation.   
Walls and Boundaries:  No set length requirement, must reach from TDC 
podium to Exit lanes and span all passenger lanes.  
CCTV:  “Increase public’s sense of security.”  Supposedly deter theft and 
capture visual record of suspicious activity. Multiple cameras should be 
installed for each lane of passengers, all secondary screening areas except 
private screening rooms.  
BLAST PROTECTION: A level of blast protection is recommended by the 
TSA to mitigate the risk of a bomb detonation within the airport campus.  
Roadways- Possible vehicle inspection or gates. Reinforcing Columns via 
column steel jackets
TERMINAL PERIMETER: Hardened glazing, and columns to absorb blasts
Curb-side- Vehicles can carry hundreds of pounds of explosives. Trash cans 
should not be placed near columns and should be blast resistant.  Vehicle 
barriers employed around the curbside to deflect parking around the 
terminal entrances.  
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SCREENING
The back-scatter/ millimeter wave device is both a form of surveillance 
and security.  In this case the a person’s entire body is rendered nude 
for government officials to scrutinize.  While the images are supposed to 
be destroyed after being viewed, this has not always been the case.  The 
widespread use of these technologies signals a new trade-off, one which is 
more of a kind of security theater rather than actually securing a 
If one refuses the full body scan, an enhanced pat down is the alternative. 
Pat downs are used to resolve alarms at the checkpoint, triggered by metal 
detectors and full body scans.  While most people do not receive pat downs, 
passengers can opt out of the full body scans and receive a pat down from 
a TSA officer.  
PRESCREENING
The TSA screening processes is meant to be a non-biased passage to board 
a commercial aircraft.   Is the result of very real fears of terrorist attack post 
9-11, and has responded to each new threat with new security procedures, 
often involving more time, money and resources at security checkpoints. 
The TSA has multiple points of security at the airport.
The TSA’s secure flight program  requires fliers to provide their name, date 
of birth, gender, address exactly as it appear on their government issued ID, 
to the airlines who in turn give it to the TSA.  This information is then check 
against watch lists.  CAPPS (Computer Assisted Passenger Prescreening 
System) is a terrorist watch list instituted in the late 90s by the US 
government which assigns a potential terror score to individual passengers. 
Should an individual have a higher rating they will be scrutinized or simply 
banned from boarding an aircraft.  All Sept. 11 hijackers were selected by 
CAPPS for extra screening, they either did not have bags to be inspected or 
simply didnt have any prohibited items on them.  
These risk based systems of  pre-screeeining have be heavily criticized by 
members of the ACLU and other government critics.  Rather than assessing 
everyone equally, an individual’s background criteria can be mined and 
used to pass judgement.  The system is opaque and would sort passengers 
into classes, with different security lines for different threat ratings.  
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Up in the Air. Dir. Jason Reitman. Perf. George Clooney, Vera 
Farmiga. Paramount Pictures, 2009. DVD.
 The Terminal. Dir. Steven Speilberg. Perf. Tom Hanks. Amblin 
Entertainment, 2004.
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in T5 of LHR are said to be crowded, noisy, hot, with a  lack of food options. 
The Concorde Room on the other hand is the most luxurious, offering wide 
range of food and drink along with private cabanas with personal bath, 
bed, TV, and desk.  Just within the context of frequent fliers there exists 
a range of exclusivity that can be achieved either through paid or invited 
membership3. 
On the extreme opposite of the spectrum displaced refugees facilities 
offer very little of the amenities available in the traditional terminal.  At 
Frankfurt’s Hahn airport refugees who can afford the ticket to the airport 
are detained in a separate terminal from the main airport.  This space gives 
temporary accommodation to refugees without allowing them into the 
country proper4.  Here they are entitled to medical and social care along 
with rooms assignments based on cultural similarities with roommates. 
Asylum seekers are not allowed to cook due to vastly different cultural 
practices, instead they are offered some of the airports catering services. 
This stay lasts approximately 19 days in Germany before a verdict is 
rendered on whether or not they can enter the county.  This can be extend 
if the refugee has no paper identification on them, in which case they must 
wait potentially for months for ID to arrive.  They are not permitted to exit 
this facility for the extent of their stay there5.  These “detention” facilities 
are the realization of the airports power.  
Airport employees constitute the more permanent population of the 
airport.  Thousands of workers everyday rely on airport facilitates for food 
and shopping not just for a quick stop between flights, but to maintain a 
consistent lifestyle.  As a result programs which cater to this group of the 
population need to be more extensive than for the passerby.  Supermarkets, 
clinics, pharmacies, banks, post-offices, and the  public necessities of a city 
need to be present to for this group.
A spectrum of users flow through the airport with varying degrees of 
ease.  In each case the border sorts between the attached data doubles of 
passengers and regulates the frequency of movement of individuals.  The 
Kinetic Elites for example may be enrolled in biometric programs allowing 
3 Customer reviews of BA’s terminal lounges from http://www.airlinequality.com/
Product/Lounge-BA.htm
5 Codourey, Monika. “Mobile Identites and the Socio-spatial Relations of Air 
Travel.”Surveillance & Society 5.2 (2008). Web. 20 Oct. 2011. <http://www.surveillance-and-
society.org/>. 
DIGITAL DOUBLES
A persons identity extends into a  digital realm of biometrics and profiles. 
In a sense it is not our consciousness enabling us to fly, but rather our 
personal attributes and our doubles stored in databases.  Identity at the 
airport becomes a pattern one which is stored and recognized in a global 
database. Our data doubles are the measured versions of ourselves, 
replicated between different global databases1. This identity, however, is 
but one of the many identities we accumulate throughout life, both on the 
internet and in real life.  One might chose to cultivate a certain image on 
facebook or create an personal avatar in an internet game. Our identity 
between friends and family changes, as does the identities we chose to 
take online.  The difference here is the  data-double is a quantitative 
representation of a body, assessed by an agency through scanning and 
background checks and then assigned a risk assessment.  In the context of 
air travel, identity is tied to the networked sovereignty of a state.  It is this 
relationship that allows one to obtain identification, passport, visa, etc. It 
also dictates which borders can be crossed and which are off limits.  This 
is the framework for which the information of a person and body can be 
grafted.
KINETIC USERS
Identities and speeds of movement vary between the elite mobile business 
fliers, tourists, and refugees.  Coding and grouping dictate which users 
can either slip through security or spend more time in a pat down.  The 
population in a terminal is not on an equal plane, rather there are a variety 
of classes one could be differentiated as.  Tourists, International Travelers, 
Kinetic elites,  Enforced cosmopolitans2.  These users have various reasons 
and frequencies for flying, Some will fly to commute, others will fly only once 
every few years, some only once because they can only afford a one way 
ticket as a refugee.  Airports spatialize these identities with lounges, stores, 
hotels, convention centers, refugee terminals etc.   For airlines catering the 
kinetic elites or premium travelers is crucial since they make up nearly 80% 
of the airlines profit.  This catering can be in the form of lounges ranging 
in amenities. For instance British Airways has nearly 7 types of lounges 
catering to different classes of frequent fliers.  The business class galleries 
1 Gillian and Harley. Aviopolis (p.81)
2 Families who spend their life savings to purchase a ticket out of miserable life 
conditions. (Mobile Identities p.2)
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them to bypass a large amount of the security checkpoint.  Others under 
suspicion may spend much longer at the border. 
BORDER
Kinetic identity is our the navigation of the border, between the sky and 
the state.  In some cases this relationship is becoming more seamless 
with security passes and lounges, on the other-hand it has also become 
a lengthy processes of identity checks and holding.  In the EU Schengen 
countries and non-Schengen countries are strictly separated.  Those 
traveling within Schengen zones are subject to only occasional custom 
control, while non-Schengen travelers are subject to tighter pass controls. 
There is inequality inherent in the organization of airport passengers. 
For example in relation to retinal scans or biometrics, these technologies 
allow a passenger enrolled in the program to bypass certain aspects of the 
security check process speeding their movement and assuming they pose 
no risk to security if their biometric data matches.  Similar border pass 
cards allow passengers or commuters involved to circumvent queues and 
security measures.  These identities are assigned by the state along with a 
risk assessment.  As security measures rely more and more on body data-
sets there arises the issue of what the body is securing.  Biometric ID does 
not  secure an individual’s identification, rather the state has the power to 
readjust the risk assessment of a person without their knowledge creating 
discrepancies between the person and their data-double.  In this sense a 
person carries with them the boundaries set by the state they are tied to6.
6 “Fast Capitalism.” The University of Texas at Arlington - UT Arlington - UTA. Web. 
20 Oct. 2011. <http://www.uta.edu/huma/agger/fastcapitalism/1_1/williams.html>.  A subject 
endlessly divisible, reducible to data via information technology.
THE AEROTOPIAN
 Identity at Aerotopia is not primarily used to define risk and exclude.  Rather 
the multiple publics represented at the terminal city act a continuously 
changing population of demographics, opinion, religion, wealth and 
experience.   Identification is instead a means to define an individualized 
experience for each user group.  For example an asylum seeker flying to 
Aerotopia without identification can be enrolled in the society with little 
need to wait for papers to arrive from their homeland.  The body doubles 
which follow us around the world and tie us back to our state are left 
outside the perimeter of this new place.   Starting from zero the new 
Aerotopian can begin to cultivate new found freedoms in which ever facet 
of the terminal city he wishes to experience.  As easily it is for him/her to 
enroll in this new lifestyle, so is it to leave.  With access to air-travel at all 
times of the day, one can simply pack up, walk out their home and wait at 
a gate to somewhere else.   
 Aerotopia is the base camp for the new mobile dwellingness, out of which 
one can connect with the rest of the world.  As we have found internet 
and telecommunications useful for exchanging information across long 
distances, so to will we find the Aerotopia useful in cultivating relationships 
globally.  The Aerotopian maybe a permanent resident of this new lifestyle 
or simply meeting a global friend halfway for lunch.  Either way the 
experience  and frequency of Aerotopia is defined by the user.
One’s interests are designed to be pursued unfettered in this new 
environment.  Where in traditional city and town dwelling, we are tied to a 
certain radius of amenities and experiences, Aerotopia offers a global for 
different modes of life to play out. 
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Ortelius, Abraham. Map of Utopia. 1595. Web. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Utopia.ortelius.jpg>.
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sides of the courtyard.  They need not love each other, talk to each other, 
or interact very much, rather they need only maintain the image of  family 
to their society for the continuation of the house.  The spaces for projecting 
this image are the reception rooms or the main salon, the center of social 
life for the court.  Flanking the large circular salon are the rooms of the 
apartment de societe, the sallee de compagne a smaller alon and buffet. 
On the other side is the apartment de parade, smaller salons and cabinets 
and connection to flower garden.  Division of reception rooms allows for 
varying degrees of intimacy, comfort or display.  Here the nobles would 
meet with varying bourgeois visitors for business or pleasure.  Within this 
hotel there is a clear division spatially between social classes and strategic 
overlaps where they must come together in order to be serviced by each 
other.  
COURT SOCIETIES
The French Hôtel is an example of architecture reinforcing a social structure 
through separation of served and servant spaces.  The Hôtel was a display 
of wealth, social status and power for the nobility of the ancient regime in 
18th century France, to display their social status as well as contain their 
dependents and servants.  At the center of the hotel is the court around 
which the functions of the noble’s life revolved.  
Along the street edge is the colonnade and porch for reception of guests, 
separate servants entrance allow servants to access the stable and kitchen 
facilities without crossing over onto the nobles areas.  The Nobles along 
with their guests would enter along the street colonnade and walk through 
the courtyard colonnade into the reception rooms.  Along the sides of 
colonnade closest to this central gathering building are the apartment 
priviés for the man and woman of the house, on opposite sides but facing 
one another.  These apartments open up onto private flower gardens. 
Further down the courtyard colonnade closer to the street are the basse- 
cour which is where the servants quarters, kitchen and stable spaces are 
contained.  This separate service space has a kind of backdoor entrance 
both from the street and into the apartments.  The essential kitchen related 
spaces such as the pastry rooms, drinks rooms, ice room, and officers 
rooms are all contained here.  These spaces are strategically separated 
from the living and reception rooms1.  For example at the entry to the 
masters apartments exists antechambers, like air-locks from which the 
master can direct the servant without having to admit him into his space. 
Furthermore the central location of the apartments allows the lord to have 
supervision over the servants without necessarily having to leave his space. 
This architecture reinforces a social hierarchy within this contained society, 
through an architectural disciplinary apparatus, compartmentalizing and 
overlapping different groups at certain moments.  Both the direct viewing 
of servants by the Lord and Lady as well as the potential for visibility set up 
by the architecture, set up an agency of power over the Hôtel2.
The man and wife have their own separate space, identical on opposite 
1 Elias, Norbert, E. F. N. Jephcott, and Stephen Mennell. The Court Society. Dublin: 
University College Dublin, 2006. 45-95. Print.
2 Foucault, Michel. “Panopticism.” Discipline and Punish: the Birth of the Prison. 
New York: Pantheon, 1977. 2-3. Print Versailles Plan Jean Delagrive via. Wikimedia
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In the castle itself a range of social functions took place.  It was the main 
center of administration for the Lord to hold court with his knights and 
vassals.  Attending these courts was incredibly important for the lower 
classes as to gain social standing and influence with the lord.  A population 
of servants took over the duties of the household, preparing food, keeping 
money, and maintaining the castle.  The Castle was an internal environment 
which pulled resources from its landscape to maintain power and wealth.  
FORTIFICATION
TOWERS: Stone towers with arrow slits, watch platforms, crenelations. 
CITY WALLS: Either stone, or earth surrounding city with gates and 
watchtowers
WALLS: 8-20ft thick, topped with crenellation or parapet.  Outer and inner 
walls for extra protection
GATES:  Essential for keeping unwanted people out and bringing in food 
and supplies to the Castle.  Moats ad drawbridges could be used to foil 
attacks.  Barbicans or outer fortifications were heavily fortified entries 
creating a protruding neck from the main walls.  
KEEPS: most heavily fortified, defend tower of the castle, last refuge if 
castle should fall.
MOATS: Flooded ditch surrounding the perimeter of a wall, defense against 
attackers climbing over the wall. 
STAIRS: circular stairs winded up towers, should an attacker enter the 
defender was usually higher on the stair.  Handrail for stair would be on 
the  left-hand side forcing the attacker to stay close to central newel during 
sword play
DOORS: Double layers of oak planks plied together vertically in front and 
horizontally in back.  Pointed on the front to damage swords and axes 
during attack.
BASTIONS: Wall projecting outward and angled to provide protection from 
canon fire.  Canon balls would hit the bastion and richochet off the steep 
CASTLES
A different kind of court security is evident in medieval castles and palazzo. 
Reinforced by feudal societal structure. This security was primarily 
maintained through architectural fortification.  Walls, ditches and towers 
were employed by a lord to maintain control over their territory.  These 
defensive measures created a kind of fortified city within their walls. Rural 
castles situated themselves in proximity to natural resources and defense3. 
Castles dominated their landscapes providing defense, residential, 
commercial and administrative purposes for their feudal domain. With the 
decentralization of government in the 9th and 10th century Europe, wealthy 
lords rose to power imposing their own economy and justice system on 
their land.  In order to protect their domain from fire, invasion and siege 
the lord’s castle was erected with earthworks, stone, ditches, mounds, 
moats as a means of securing his private castle as well as controlling his 
right to land. Artificial ponds and lakes were created to flood the perimeter 
of the castle as a means of protection4.  Agriculture and settlements would 
be located outside this perimeter where the vassals would cultivate.
Walls, bastions, gates and forts were erected to protect from invaders. 
Inside Medieval cities, palaces relied on fortification to both project power 
to their subjects, while at the same time securing their place in society. 
Italian Palazzo would, on the outside appear heavy, weighted with rustic 
stone and  fortified with gates and crenelations.  On the inside they would 
reflect the wealth and lavishness the rulers inside could enjoy.   Sitting 
isolated in its land the castle would be first surrounded by moats, cutting 
access off to everyone.  Next the fortification walls would circle the entire 
compound, gates through this wall would be located around the perimeter. 
This massive wall would give way to the Outer courtyard, framing the castle 
proper inside.  The actual castle programs would be arranged around 
courtyards and then stacked in towers which both act as a viewing device to 
watch for threats, but also project the power of the royal patronage.  From 
the castle we distil three elements of security, the wall, tower and ditch. 
The materiality and dimension of these components would determine their 
strength and ability to resist attack.
3 “Medieval-castle.com: Medieval Castle Design, Castle Architecture.” Medieval 
Castle History, Design of Medieval Castles, Haunted Castles: Www.medieval-castle.com. Web. 08 
Dec. 2011. <http://www.medieval-castle.com/architecture_design.htm>.
4 Goodall,75
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ARTILLERY TOWER
Caerphilly castle plan showing moats and wall fortifications. Goodall, John. The English Castle: 1066 
- 1650. New Haven [Conn.: Yale UP, 2010. 194. Print
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DOVER CASTLE:
Location: Dover, Kent, England6
Date: 1180-1185
Architect: Maurice the Engineer
Commands the shortest sea crossing between England and Contient. 
Located atop the “White Cliffs” 
The Great Tower was the center for court life for King Henry II of England 
with lavish heavilty decorated rooms.  83ft high and 100ft square with walls 
up to 21ft thick.  The tower served as a symbol of power and authority for 
the King.  Henry the II would welcome visitors at main entrance and bring 
them up the staircase to the most highly decorated of the rooms at the top 
floor.   
At the top floor was the King’s Hall and Kings chamber, this was the most 
richly decorated floor for honored guest, ceremonies and the kings private 
chamber7. 
On the second floor are the guest halls and guest chambers for royal feasts 
and accommodation for honored visitors.  
At the ground floor is the Kitchen, brewery, Armory and fore building.  Used 
mostly for service and everyday events this  floor is the least decorated.
6 Goodall, John. The English Castle: 1066 - 1650. New Haven [Conn.: Yale UP, 2010. 
Print.
7 “Dover Castle | English Heritage.” English Heritage Home Page | English Heritage. 
Web. 06 Dec. 2011. <http://www.english-heritage.org.uk/daysout/properties/dover-castle/>.
angle.  The projections allowed flanking fire off the main wall.
CAERPHILLY CASTLE
Location:Caerphilly South Wales
Dates: 1268-1271
Example of a concentric castle5 with artificial water defenses.  Through 
manipulation of landscape and doubling of defensive walls.  Large artificial 
lake created with a dam covering over 30 acres.  Dam fortified on both sides 
with Island in the middle and Castle.  Ditches and moats were also used to 
fully surround and defend.
5 Concentric Castles had two or more concentric curtain walls creating an outer and 
inner court.  Essentially a castle within a castle.  This layout provided double defenses against 
attack.
Photograph. Associated Press. <Web.http://www.ecardmedia.eu/
data/media/49/Caerphilly%20Castle,%20Wales,%20United%20
Kingdom.jpg>
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PULLMAN
Factory towns such as Pullman Illinois emerged in the late 19th century 
as a way of containing living and working within the same territory.  The 
idea, occurred to Pullman when he was shocked to see the extreme divided 
growing between rich and poor in cities.  Positioned 14 miles from downtown 
Chicago, Pullman was to be free of all “baneful influences” of the city8.   The 
town was planned to create a model town with a wealth of amenities to 
enjoy.  The company, however, owned every building in Pullman making it 
impossible to actually own a house, apartment or business.  Only businesses 
selected by Pullman himself could be allowed to operate in the town. The 
businesses which Pullman disapproved of could be evicted without notice.
An underlying layer of  surveillance kept close tabs on the opinions and 
political views of community members.   There were no elected officials to 
represent the workers, Pullman was a kind of benevolent dictator providing 
a town of amenities and work for its citizens.  The undoing of Pullman 
resulted from an economic recession lowering wages by 28%.  Residents 
could no longer afford the rents for their homes.   
Pullman Illinois is a clear relationship between  a developers  vision, the 
space he builds and the people who use it.  While Pullman desired a society 
free from harmful outside influence, the influence of an autocratic like 
power which controlled all economic activity and political opinion shifted it 
to a.  The artifice of Victorian and arts/crafts architecture served as a kind 
of spectacle to attract and sustain an even tempered society, taking delight 
in the beauty of their architecture.  
8 “Pullmans Palace Car Co. - Page 2.” Welcome to Mid-Continent Railway Museum.  
Web. 02 Nov. 2011. <http://www.midcontinent.org/rollingstock/builders/  
pullman3.htm>. 
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or improperly carried out. 
Fourier’s goals for a holistic institution which attempted cultivate human 
nature was a way of challenging the industrial capitalist society emerging 
at the time1. The Phalanstère was an architecture of total environment, in 
which the individual served a larger collective and worked to maintain a 
lifestyle. As a kind of heterotopia, the phalanx could be described as a boat 
in the landscape, tied to no other space except itself.  The environment 
also brings together different social classes, organizing them based on 
individual interest and talent rather than background.   
1 (Kanna. Philosophy, 61)
FOURIER
Charles Fourier’s Phalanstère operated within the same utopian framework 
bringing together a collection of social outcasts including, orphans, urchins, 
weaklings, juveniles, etc.   These buildings were large 4 floor apartment 
buildings where rich and poor were separated between the top and 
bottommost floors.  Jobs were determined by the interests of the individual. 
Pay was determined by jobs and high enough to avoid the issue of poverty. 
The ideal Phalanx would hold 1620 people and would be replicated around 
the world all ruled by a central World congress.9  The Phalanstère itself 
was a self-contained community consisting of a central block containing 
quiet activities such as dining rooms , meeting rooms, libraries and studies. 
Two flanking wings contained noisy activities for children and more public 
oriented activities such as ballrooms or meeting halls. The building also 
contained apartments for workers/ people. A self-contained ship floating 
in the landscape, the commune would function autonomously surviving on 
an economy based on agriculture, livestock, manufacturing, domesticity, 
social plans and education.  
The buildings  would act autonomous from other buildings or cities, a kind 
of self supporting collective in the landscape.  Constructed of inexpensive 
materials such as wood and brick, the phalanx was easy to build and 
affordable.  The environment of the building was also important aspect 
of maintaining good health and fitness.  Covered second story walkways 
between different parts of building kept residents inside to protect them 
from cold and disease.  The ground floor remained opened to allow for cars 
and various other equipment to pass through. These arcades re-present 
the Parisan arcades of consumption as arcades of dwelling10 .   By removing 
individuals from traditional cities, Fourier’s Phalanstère 
The need for redundant services and spaces was reduced since collective 
services and spaces replaced individual ones.  For example, instead of 300 
families owning 300 individual houses with 300 individual root-cellars 
for dairy, oils, produce, wine, these resources were pooled together into 
one.  Similarly the techniques for food storage could be properly practiced, 
where as in the single family house, storage techniques could be neglected 
9 “Socialism: Utopian and Scientific (Chpt. 1).” Marxists Internet Archive. Web. 03 
Nov.  2011. <http://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1880/soc-utop/ch01.htm>.  Charles 
Fourier writings and phalanx design.
10 (Merkin 19)
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Top:  Phalanstère. Photograph. By Victor Considérant. Web. <http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Phalanst%C3%A8re.jpg>.
Bottom:  Phalanstère. Photograph. By Victor Considérant.< Web.http://skildy.blog.lemonde.fr/files/mmoire_151_1.jpg>
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Dubai’s media city, Knowledge city, Studio city. Dubai media city has over 
84 planned towers offering spaces for television, sports, news, radio, web, 
print, magazines, advertising companies. Dubai lets these zones operate 
under their own bubble, giving them complete ownership of land, not just 
leases.  While this seems to have a kind of corporate utopian aspiration, 
theses enclaves are created from  the top down hand of the authoritarian 
state, providing corporate rights, but virtually no rights for its individual 
citizens, especially migrant workers constructing the city’s next icon..  In 
comparison to Fourier’s utopian Phalansterie which attempted to cultivate 
human nature into the fulfillment of more spiritual, Duabi’s enclaves seem 
to equate human nature with capitalism and the act of consumption.  
Beyond the corporate Entrepôt13, Dubai is cultivating itself as a tourist 
destination, creating the worlds largest theme park larger than the 
downtown itself.  Attempting to attract 15 million tourists by 2015 it 
already has 70 malls including the worlds largest mall.  Dubailand is the 
government’s attempt to create a spectacle to appeal to everyone, an 
endless array of themes within themes, and cities within cities to meet the 
imaginations of nearly anyone who visits.  The 3 billion square ft project is 
owned by Tatweer of  Dubai Holdings company.  Dubai Holdings company 
is actually 99.57% owned by Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid Al Maktoum. 
Since there are no UAE laws regulating ownership of land it is the Sheikhs 
right to grant it as he wishes.   The holding corporation controls 20 other 
real estate ventures developing spaces for hospitality, finance, healthcare, 
energy, research, education, entertainment, media, internet, tourism, 
and biotechnology. All the land granted to these real-estate companies is 
in effect still owned by the Al-Maktoum family.   Dubailand consits of 6 
themed zones the Sports and outdoor world, Eco-tourism world, Themed 
lesiure and vacation world, Downtown Retail and Entertainment World. City 
within city.  These developments are strategic in making dubai economically 
sustainable without dependence on their oil exports.  
SOCIAL CLASSES
At the top of the pyramid in Dubai are the Al-Maktoums and cousins, own 
every grain of sand in the Emirate.  Next the native Dubai population 
accounts for 15% of the city, these are mostly Arab speakers form Iran. 
Dubai’s population is mostly imported consisting of 100,000 British expats, 
Europeans, Lebanese, Iranian, Indian Managers and professionals.
13 ENTREPÔT: an intermediary center of trade and transshipment.  Dubai has many 
tax free economic zones where companies are free to act autonomously from UAE law.
DUBAI
Through its geopolitical position in the middle of the world between Europe 
and Asia, Dubai has become not only a massive port for oil coming from 
Abu Dhabi, but also an oasis for free commercial business.  Playing off 
the oil demand in the late 70’s Dubai’s Sheikh Rashid invested the profits 
from the world’s largest oil port into building iconic structures to create 
a new city11.  Bigness in Dubai is the construction of a brand, a claim to 
being the best, biggest, most expensive.   This is a strategic business model 
which acknowledges the finite supplies of oil in the region and seeks to 
cultivate talent, experiences and amenities rather than commodities. 
Dubai has reinvested its money in the infrastructure for a city based on 
tourism, shopping and finance, making only 7% of its GDP from oil12.    Since 
its origins as a primarily Bedouin, nomadic city in the middle of the 20th 
century, Dubai today is a city for a nomadic elite offering billions of square 
feet of nearly every possible program including millions of square feet of 
shopping.  These programs are localized within a series of gated enclaves 
with their own rules for trade, censorship, alcohol, clothing, etc.  The rules 
of the UAE’s Sheikhdom are flexible to accommodate the corporations or 
uses which flock to the city to take advantage of the free economic zone 
void of regulation or supervision.  
Dubai operates as a corporate city in which the Royal family Al-Maktoum 
acts as its CEO.  Land which is owned by the Royal family is granted to 
developing corporations (mostly owned by the royal family) and then 
developed into themed enclaves representing  specialized needs, or use. 
For example the Dubai internet city is a free economic zone which supports 
its clients needs with business parks, state of the art telecommunications 
equipment, 100% foreign ownership, no tax, 100% repatriation of capita. 
Telecom and high tech companies such as Microsoft, IBM, Oracle, SUN 
Micro systems, Cisco, HP, Nokia, and Siemens flocked to this location to take 
advantage of its central location to do foreign business with 2 billion people 
and a GDP of $6.7 Trillion.  Unlike the rest of the country the internet city 
enjoys uncensored internet access. Dubai provides these political bubbles 
for corporations to operate under.  Other “cities” within the city include, 
11 Davis, Mike. “Fear and Money in Dubai.” New Left Review (2006). Web. <http://
newleftreview.org/?view=2635>.
12 Bagaeen, Samer. “Brand Dubai: the Instant City; or the Instantly Recognizable 
City.” International Planning Studies 12.2: 173-97. Routledge. Web.
Oil income in UAE reached $305 Billion in 2006.  
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Dubai Skyscapers. Photograph. Web. <http://www.citypictures.net/data/media/14/
Dubai_Skyscrapers2.jpg>.
Solt, Imre. Palm Jumeirah on 8 May 2008. Photograph. Web. <http://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/File:Palm_Jumeirah_on_8_May_2008_Pict_1.jpg>.
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pampered Brits and natives occupying the structures recently17.  
In the case of Dubai the Benevolent monarchy uses the urban spectacle 
of iconic buildings and hyperbolic construction to draw the international 
citizen, or corporation to do business in Dubai.  This paternalistic system 
provides an open framework of luxury, extravagance, variety and technology 
for those with the means to afford it.  The spectacle of Dubai is its use of built 
environment into a n urban brand, a series of representations which allow 
one to experience their own desires away from home.  Monarchical power 
or “corporate” power is achieved through this spectacle, disseminating the 
17 Fattah, Hassan M. “In Dubai, an Outcry From Asians for Workplace Rights.” The 
New York Times. 26 Mar. 2006. Web. 07 Dec. 2011. <http://www.nytimes.com/2006/03/26/inter-
national/middleeast/26dubai.html?pagewanted=all>.
Some workers only make $200 a month, barely affording to support themselves and a family.
Behind the scenes of Dubai’s development exuberance is an underclass of 
workers disenfranchised from the lavish luxuries of the cities they build. 
Hailing form South and Southeast Asia, these private sector workers are 
legally bound to employers and exploited as soon as they step of the 
airplane14.  Filipina, Sri Lankian and Indian maid tend to the lavishness of 
their hotel and resort patrons, while Pakistani and Indian labourers work 
12 hour shifts, six and a half days a week in 100+ degree heat.  Labour laws 
and human rights are ignored, workers are treated as 21st century slaves, 
their passports and visas confiscated as soon as they sign the contract with 
their employers. As a way of securitizing this population all dark-skinned 
Pakisanti and Indian passengers arriving in Dubai Airport must have their 
irises scanned before entering the city.  This labour class represents the 
fear of the non-european or the non affluent outsider.  Because of the 
perception of these groups as being unskilled and uneducated labours, 
there is the recognition of them as a potential risk, yet they are ever-
present behind the scenes catering the city’s luxuries to those with means 
to afford them.  While shady money deals and laundering are a kind of 
accepted perk of Dubai’s neo-liberal utopia, police are keen on cracking 
down on these underclasses should they be caught off guard or in a place 
they shouldn’t belong.   
Labour camps contain groups of construction workers, stuffing up to 85 
men in a 9 bedroom house, with up to 12 people in each room15.  These men 
come to work in Dubai for the promise of a new life, a dream of a glistening 
desert oasis offering up to 10 times as much pay compared their native 
India, enabling them to pay-off debts and support families back home. 
However the construction companies, withhold pay, “lose” passports, 
refuse to renew visas,  keeping the workers from going back home16. 
Strikes or any kind of protest is illegal since the workers have no rights, 
those that wish to speak out are immediately deported.  Recent protests 
at the Burj Kahlifa and  airport terminal sites have brought attention to 
the plight of this indentured under class, yet the Maktoum rule will barely 
budge to accommodate this class of worker,  keeping them hidden from the 
14 Kanna, Ahmed. Dubai, the City as Corporation. Minneapolis: University of Min-
nesota, 2011. Print.
15 Williamson, Lucy. “Migrants’ Woes in Dubai Worker Camps.” BBC NEWS. 10 Feb. 
2005. Web. <http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/south_asia/4249223.stm>.
16 (Davis, 20)  
State “theme parks”
Corporate city bubbles
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humorously alienated public to enjoy the amenities of a globalizing world19. 
In “Tatilville” characters are confronted with a cold, grey, right-angled world 
of glass and steel.  Where the airport ends and the city ends is blurred by 
the consistency of architectural expression.   A sterile modern architecture 
begins to define character’s movement through the space, crowds always 
walk in straight and right angles, glass partitions confound those who think 
the glass is not there, modernist furniture is sharp and uncomfortable.  This 
architecture serves as a framework for a global population of American 
tourists, French locals, workers etc.  Their behavior together is not so much 
controlled by the hyper-modern spaces, rather it is a shared social space of 
contact and interaction, often times it is a shared confusion or frustration 
with these new spaces and materials which creates this interaction.
Intermixing of people is best seen in the Royal Garden Scene, a nightclub 
located near the top of a modern high rise which seems to have just 
finished construction.  Here the characters who were previously migrating 
through Tativille come together mixing freely, dancing, eating, drinking 
and enjoying a new found global cosmopolitanism.  As the festivities come 
to a head, the architecture begins to be re-configured.  At the lobby level 
a glass door is shattered (no one notices and the doorman continues to 
operate the door-handle as if the glass pane is still there) in the nightclub 
parts of the ceiling begin to fall down prompting the American tourist 
character to rope off part of the club for himself and his friends with the 
fallen wood slats from the ceiling.  Similarly, chairs and decorations are re-
arranged, groups of dancers begin singing, a new dish is brought out of the 
kitchen and served to hungry guests.  The atmosphere is under constant 
change by the users of the space, there is no authority to control the noise 
levels or control drunkenness.  The unorthodoxy of the film lies in its use 
of an architectural environment as a main character.  Like New Babylon 
individuals are not really working or tied to a timetable, they are free to 
explore their environments, often times getting lost within it.  
19 Shiel, Mark, and Laurent Marie. “Jacque Tati’s Playtime as New Babylon.” Cinema 
and the City: Film and Urban Societies in a Global Context. Oxford: Blackwell, 2001. 257-66. 
Google Books. Web. <http://books.google.com/books?id=ksab6t1pWJEC&pg=PA257&lpg=PA257&
dq=jacques+tati+playtime+as+new+babylon&source=bl&ots=g46hg9TD-5&sig=KptKzMQLpqT
NEW BABYLON/ PLAYTIME
Constant’s New Babylon presents a utopian critique of capitalist bourgeois 
society, replacing production and consumption with play and personal 
cultivation. In a reaction to the sterilized collective environments of 
Corbusian modernism, New Babylon was a situationalist response 
celebrating individuality and ephemeral change.  Free from social 
obligations Homo ludens (man as player) replaces Homo-faber (man as 
maker).  The constraints of the capitalist systems of production are thrown 
away, time is no longer “kept” rather it is free for individuals to play and 
change their environment18.  Homo Ludens is an uninterrupted process of 
creation and recreation “sustained by generalized creativity manifested in 
all domains of activity.”  Life is a nomadic and temporal within a wholly 
constructed artificial environment, under constant construction by the 
individuals.   Ethnic divisions are erased and replaced with a homogenous 
New Babylonian race.  Social interactions between individuals are defined 
by the space which he/she creates.  
New Babylon is organized through sectors which are its most basic 
elements. Masts suspend moveable, light weight, skeleton like structures 
15-30 meters above the ground of sea level.  These environments are 
equipped with climate, lighting, temperature, hygrometric, ventilation 
controls which allow Homo-ludens to individualize their environments and 
atmospheres.  Space is no longer empty or un-used, rather it is intensified 
into a dense volume of social activity.  New Babylon stretches out in all 
directions around the globe, colonizing the Earth’s surface.  New Babylon is 
the realization of global activity becoming a new world order.  
Modernism’s representation of capitalist social constructs are replaced 
with constructs of architecture.  The total built environment moderates 
all aspects of life, social, environmental, etc.  In a way architecture is 
still serving its functional purpose, however intensified and free from 
productive constraints.  A parallel can be drawn to Jacques Tati’s film 
Playtime where a hyper-modern Paris becomes the framework for an often 
18 Constant. “Constant Nieuwenhuis: New Babylon.” NOT BORED! Web. 06 Dec. 2011. 
<http://www.notbored.org/new-babylon.html>.
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Constant, and Mark Wigley. Constant’s New Babylon: the Hyper-architecture of Desire. Rotterdam: 
Witte De With, Center for Contemporary Art, 1998. Print.
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SCENARIO
As flying becomes a critical part of life in the global age, our tendency to 
settle in one place has shifted to a need to be mobile. While internet and 
telecommunications facilitated long-distance interaction, flight facilitates 
human relationships. The airport no longer has to act as a filter to cities, 
rather it can become a new space in which to live and interact.
Despite the many new uses implanted in the airport, their primary goal is 
still the processing and movement of people.  New programs (shopping, 
entertainment) serve more as distraction from waiting times than actually 
creating a destination to participate in a new kind of urban lifestyle.  The 
combination of office spaces in and around airport campus allows for speed 
dependent businesses to position themselves in an advantageous position 
for international business, but is in effect is at the scale of urban sprawl.
The increasingly invasive and elongated security checkpoints further serve 
to separate the functions of the airport, countering the welcoming images 
of the shopping and entertainment inside the “Terminal mall”.   While 
surveillance and security, and sorting methods of people will always be 
a present to mitigate the perceived risks of air travel, these systems will 
become increasingly  less perceptible. 
As barriers and border conditions become less physical and more 
networked, airport architecture will begin to realize its potential as not 
simply a passage to another city but a form of “city” itself.  This new 
architectural form will enable a variety of user groups to participate in a 
new collective space of dwelling on the move.  
It’s security will be maintained through the fact that all incoming flows 
have already been sterilized at other airports around the world, however 
biometric security measures will detect if a threat if it has slipped by. The 
real time monitoring of biometrics will eliminate the need for identification. 
Instead of creating an inventory  of traits and characteristics, this biometric 
system will measure a body’s response to its environment.  These 
measurable responses on bodies triggered by emotion will be able to 
detect threats.  
The specialized areas of the Aerotopia will be linked together via common 
or public spaces.  These are composed of programs which all groups will 
need, common restaurants, food stores, clothing stores, etc.   Aerotopia 
is condensed, collecting those uses we used to spread throughout the city 
under one roof.  Without having to rely on individual means of transport, 
Aerotopia will be a space of endless encounters, those within kinetic groups 
and within the common space.  It is a new form of collective living. 
Beyond cosmopolitan amenities, Aerotopia will need to be self sustaining, 
providing food, water, and energy for it’s population.    Climatic, geographic, 
and geologic conditions must be evaluated for their capacity to provide 
agriculture, freshwater, stable land/soil conditions and energy.  Similarly 
aeronautical factors will contribute significantly to the placement of this 
colony.  International flight routes and the connections they serve will be 
critical for the Aerotopia’s success. 
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SITES
If proximity to cities is no longer a critical factor for airports, what if instead 
it was located in a place convenient for international business, within a 5 
hr. flight from major centers of finance, trade, and population.  This airport 
would exist in connected isolation, taking in sterile population flows from 
around the world providing facilities to engage in a new type of collective.  
In isolation the airport will become a state of it’s own, accommodating 
both the  employees who maintain and run facilities along with the global 
population flows which will rely on them to conduct the business of life. 
This airport collective will have its own sovereignty to test out new forms 
of society.
There will be three proposed Aerotopias across the globe, in centrally 
isolated areas with large populations surrounding them.  The first Aerotopia 
will be constructed in proximity to the arctic circle in the Barents Sea.  In 
this location the Aerotopia is positioned in a part of the world with the most 
access to the major populations of the Northern Hemisphere.  
The other two Aerotopias will be positioned between major population 
center of the developing South.  In the Southern Atlantic serving South 
America and Africa and the Indian Ocean serving Southeast Asia, the Indian 
Subcontinent, Eastern Africa and the Middle-East.  This “Aero-Net” will test 
new forms of collective, transient living within isolated parts of the world.  
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BARENTS SEA
As Aerotopia will be a testbed for new forms of security and society, it will 
need its own soverignty to operate free from the ties of a state.
The Barents sea is positioned geographically, politically and climactically 
to test these ideas.  Located at the edge of the Arctic ice edge, the Barents 
sea has areas which remain ice free year round.  A comibation of warm 
Atlantic water, cold arctic water and warm coastal water mix together 
enabling a large biological production compared to bodies of water at a 
similar lattitude.  
Politically, Norway and Russia have been making land grabs on the conti-
nental shelf which extends 200 nautical miles from their countires respec-
tive coastlines.  Both countries wish to grab the sea bed to begin drilling 
for oil. Where these two boundaries collide is a zone which not owned 
by either countires, called the Loop Hole.  No country has a claim to the 
waters or seabed, making it a kind of “Terra Nullius” which the Aerotopia 
can situate itself in.
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AIRPORTS
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(AMS)
SCHIPHOL 
AIRPORT
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Owner: Schiphol Group
Passengers: 45,211,749
Cargo: 1,538,134
Movements: 402,372
Terminals: 1 with 3 departure halls
Opened: 1916 as military air base.  
Runways:  6
As airports have developed over the past century they have absorbed 
city-like amenities to supplement ticket sales and operating costs.  Retail, 
food, entertainment and business programs have located themselves in or 
around the airport to take advantage of flows of people and speed.   Air-
port cities such as Amsterdam’s Schiphol Airport generates nearly 70% of 
its profits from aviation linked commercial activities such as retail, conces-
sions, property development, parking, and international investments1.  
Schiphol operates under a private development group composed of 
real-estate holdings and investment divisions which operate airports 
in other cities and countries.   Within its flagship airport it houses a 
business exchange avenue with conference halls, boardrooms, banks, 
multiple hotels, clinics, shops, restaurants, cafes, spas, a museum, spas, a 
casino and a library.  Besides within-the-fence terminal activity, Schiphol 
has catalyzed development along the highway corridor connecting to 
downtown.  The Zuidas district, just 6 minutes from the main terminal 
houses the world headquarters of major multinational corporations such 
as ING2.    
Schiphol as a flight hub for Europe makes it a destination for millions who 
1 Kasarda, John D., and Greg Lindsay. Aerotropolis: the Way We’ll Live next. New 
York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2011. Print. Schiphol Real-Estate holding develop all area 
inside the airport campus while the Schiphol Area Development Company (SADC) develops the 
airport- city connection.  Together they have created nearly 200,000 job in the area. 
2 http://www.schiphol.nl/index_en.html
either are connecting at the airport or flying to Amsterdam for business 
or tourism.  As a result it has accumulated a large variety of uses which 
make it more than a stop en-route but an meaningful “city-like” space to 
consume and do business which is both connected while at the same time 
independent of downtown Amsterdam. 
schiphol also offers secure passes for people who work at the airport.  The 
“Schiphol Pass” is used to enter areas with heightened levels of security.  
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Schiphol Group
Real-Estate
Schiphol Centre
200,000m2 Planned 
capactiy
Schiphol East
Schiphol South
Schiphol Southeast
Schiphol Elzenhof
Aeroports de Paris
Municipalites of Rotterdam
Municipalites of Amsterdam
Dutch Ministry of Finance
SCHIPHOL CENTRE
134,700 sq.m rentable 
SCHIPHOL NORTH
134,700 sq.m rentable 
SCHIPHOL SOUTHEAST
34,942 sq.m rentable 
 
SCHIPHOL EAST
21,643sq.m rentable 
Schiphol + Office space
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RAIL
HIGHWAY
CANAL
A10
A10
A4
A9
7 Miles from Schiphol to downtown Amsterdam
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Connections to city and Aalsmeer flower auction
ZUIDAS DISTRICT
ING GROUP, ABN-AMRO,
 
WTC AMSTERDAM,
AALSMEER 
10.6 Million sq.ft Flower 
auction
00:08 Minutes
A10A4
00:04 Minutes
N201
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Arrivals 2
Arrivals 1
Arrivals 3
Arrivals 4
ARRIVALS & SCHIPHOL PLAZA
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Departure 1
Departure 2
Departure 3
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DEPARTURES & LOUNGES @ SCHIPHOL
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DEPARTURES
IMMIGRATION
AIRSIDE
LANDSIDE
AIRSIDE
LANDSIDESECURITY
CHECK-IN
DEPARTURES
IMMIGRATION
BAGGAGE
RECLAIM
CUSTOMS
ARRIVALS 
ARRIVALS
(STN)
STANSTED
Location: Stansted Mountfitchet, Essex
Architect: Norman Foster
Owner:  BAA Limited
Passengers:  18,573,8031
Movements: 155,140
Runways:  1 
Pavilion: Simple rectangular building on single level with 36 meter 
structural grid2.  Trees of columns supporting a roof canopy.  The single 
level terminal with undercroft below is achieved due to the sloping site. 
Playing off the idea of the shed, foster’s design for Stansted airports 
integrated all building services within the structure of a encompassing roof 
canopy. Services are made invisible through integration in superstructure 
leaving a box for human movement above.  
ROOF CANOPY:  Hollow metal tube piers support canopy.  Inbetween the 
pirs hvac, electrical, lighting and other services are integrated.  skylights in 
the roof structure bring diffuse natural light throughout the entire airport. 
the natural light also saves moeny reducing electrical loads during the day. 
TREES: Services are contained within the “tree trunks.” Hot and cold air 
supply along with, screens, loudspeakers, clocks, signs, fire alarms, and 
lighting are all integrated into the structure.  
UNDERCROFT:  rather than employee a two floor scheme for departures 
and arrivals, the lower level serves as processing and service area for 
baggage, offices, mechanical and equipment.  Made of in situ coffered 
concrete slabs.  
CABINS: The only programs anchored to the building are the check- in and 
baggage reclaim areas.  the other programs are designed as cabins floating 
1 http://www.stanstedairport.com/transport-and-directions
2 Powell, Ken, Norman Foster, Richard Bryant, and Philip Sayer. Stansted: Norman 
Foster and the Architecture of Flight. [London]: Fourth Estate, 1992. Print
in a room.  These independent buildings have their own environmental and 
fire controls and include shops, restaurants, offices, etc.  
Profile: Hub for low cost carriers like Ryanair.  It is the third busiest airport 
in the UK and the third largest serving London after Gatwick.  One of six 
airports serving London.  Stanstead express operates train serrvice from 
London  and surrounding cities into the terminal.  
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Airport Site plan showing parking, access roads, main terminal and satellite terminals
Source: Foster + Partners
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SHOPPING
BAGGAGE RECLAIM
CHECK IN 
MGMT. OFFICE
FOOD
Plan_ undercroft Level
Adapted from source: Foster + Partners
Plan_ concourse Level 
Adapted from source: Foster + Partners
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Section showing undercroft, “tree” structure, terminal space, and roof canopy\
Adapted from source: Foster + Partners
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Foster focused on streamlining the design and construction of the roof.   the 
36 meter wide, 6 meter high roof modular acts like corrugated cardboard. 
The  36m x 36m spacing between roof columns is the same as Stansted. 
Reducing to 12 meters in the undercroft.  
People movers and moving side walks connect to far ends of the airport 
making it very accessible.  Intermodal hub with rail and coach service to 
and  from the Pearl River Delta.  
Cargo
HKG has the most cargo capacity in the world, most of which is handled in 
the 328,000m2 SuperTerminal designed to processes 2.6 million tones of 
cargo a year.  The Asia Airfreight terminal can processes another 1.5 million 
tones handling up to 40,000 packages per hour3.  
Ground transport
Connected by north Lantau highway. uses operate 25 routes to airport.  Can 
take bus ro PRD cities. Ferry connects to Shenzhen, Macau, Guangzhou, 
Zuhai, Dongguan. Rail- Airport Express 24 minutes to downtown station.  
3 Hotels. Hong Kong Skycity Marriott Hotel, Novotel Hong Kong, Regial 
Airport Hotel
(HKG) 
CHEK LAP KOK
Hong Kong1
Terminal 550,000 sq. meters.
Operator: Airport AuthOrity Hong Kong
Passengers: 50,348,960
Cargo: 4,112,416 Tons
Movements: 306,535
Destinations: 154
Runways: 2 Parallel 12,500ft x 200 Capacity of 60 movements/hr.
With the reliance on artificial lighting and heating requiring lots of 
equipment, typically support on roof, Foster’s team decided to  put all 
equipment and baggage services into an undercroft space similar to that 
of Stanstead, The concrete superstructure of this undercroft supports 
concourses and the roof canopy overhead.  Cooling and heating is provided 
through the floor thus lowering cooling loads in the large space.
Creation of Chek Lap Kok involved an immense infrastructure involving 
land reclamation, project 6 lane highways, high-speed rail link, 1,377 meter 
span Tsing Ma suspension bridge,  430 meter span Kapshui Mun cable 
stayed bridge, tunnel beneath Hong Kong harbour, new town for 20,000 
residents on Lantau island next to airport to house workers and families2.  
Chek Lap kok and Lam Chau island were terraformed together, reclaiming 
9.38km2 of seabed  for total island area of 12.48km2. Chek Lap Kok started 
at 350 hectares and height of 121 meters, leveled to plateau just 6 meters 
above sea level3.  The project involved half of the world’s dredging fleet and 
the largest earth movers available. The new island now connects via bridge 
to Lantau Island.  
1 “Our Business - The Airport - Facts & Figures - HKIA Fact Sheets - Hong Kong 
International Airport.” Hong Kong International Airport - Your Regional Hub with Worldwide 
Connections and Gateway to China. Web. 08 Dec. 2011. <http://www.hongkongairport.com/eng/
business/about-the-airport/facts-figures/facts-sheets.html>.
2 “Discovery Channel :: Extreme Engineering: Hong Kong Airport.” Discovery Chan-
nel : Science, History, Space, Tech, Sharks, News! Web. 08 Dec. 2011. <http://dsc.discovery.com/
convergence/engineering/airport/interactive/interactive.html>.
3 Hong Kong: The Facts. Rep. Civil Aviation- Hong Kong. Web. <http://www.gov.hk/en/
about/abouthk/factsheets/docs/civil_aviation.pdf>.
source: Foster + Partners
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Asia Air Freight Terminal
Asia Hub
Flying Service Headquarters
1500ft
Airport Freight Forwarding Ctr
TUNG CHUNG 
DEVELOPMENT
Cathay City
Super Terminal 
Cathay Pacic Catering
T1 T2
Skycity 
Nine Eagles
Golf Course
Express Center
Asia World Expo
Site Plan Showing reclaimed island and new city
Adapted from source: Foster + Partners
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CHECK -IN
DEPARTURES
ARRIVALS
TO TERMINAL 2
THE CABIN
THE WING
THE WING
QUANTAS 
FIRST LOUNGE
SILVER KRIS 
LOUNGE
THE PIER
MINI-TRAIN
SHOPPING
FOOD
LOUNGE
ENTERTAINMENT
Terminal map showing amenities and sequence.
Adapted from Hong Kong International Airport
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Section through spine.
Adapted from source: Foster+ Partners
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TUNG CHUNG NEW TOWN
To accommodate the approximately 60,000 workers at HKG a new town 
was built on neighboring Lantau island with housing for nearly 20,000 
workers.  Tung Chung was developed by the Hong Kong Airport Authority 
and planned in 4 phases4. 
Phase 1: was completed in 1994 providing accommodation for 20,000 
airport workers.  
Phase 2 completed in 2000 involved reclaiming 350,000 square meteres of 
land from the phase 1 development.
Phase 3: commenced in March 1999 was completed in 2003 with another 
260,000m2 reclaimed land North-East of Phase 1.
Public housing  Blocks Units
Fu Tung Estate  3 1,664 
Yu Tung Court  5 2,640 
Yat Tung (I) Estate  13 5,597 
Yat Tung (II) Estate  12 6,382 
Lung Hin Court  4 179 
Lung Tin Estate  9 552 
Ngan Wan Estate  4 448 
The Tung Chung New Town will eventually reach a population of 320,000 in 
the coming years.  The town center will have a range of retail, commercial 
and cultural activi ties for the new city, including a dedicated bus and rail 
line to the airport and downtown Hong Kong
4 “CEDD - About Us.” Civil Engineering and Development Department |. Web. 08 Dec. 
2011. <http://www.cedd.gov.hk/eng/about/achievements/regional/regi_tungchung.htm>.
Minghong. Yat Tung Estate. Photograph. Hong Kong. Web. <http://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Yat_Tung_Estate_1.jpg>.
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http://www.woodhead.com.au/projects/east-hall-precinct-chek-lap-kok-airport-hong-kong/
Pawley, Martin, and Norman Foster. Norman Foster : a Global Architecture. London: Thames and Hudson, 1999. Print.
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(PEK)
BEIJING AIRPORT
CHAOYANG DISTRICT, BEIJING
TERMINAL: 10,613,215 SQ. FT1.
OPERATOR: CIVIL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION OF CHINA
PASSENGERS: 73,948,113
CARGO: 1,551,471 TONS
MOVEMENTS: 517,585
RUNWAYS: 3
Twice the size of Chek Lap Kok, built in half the time in time for the 2008 
Beijing Olympics2.  Evolution of Foster’s airport building type refinement.  
uses the same principles of a unifying plan, umbrella roof and clear 
organization of passenger movement.  
Scheme: Symmetrical Y-shaped wings along central spine broke in the 
center for vehicle access.  The bifurcation creates a satellite terminal in 
the middle useful for independent operation.  An Automatic People mover  
runs along the spine connecting the terminals.  As with Stansted and Hong 
Kong an Undercroft of services pipes in all the necessary environmental 
controls into the enormous space, leaving the billowing roof to float on 
top.   
Roof: The swooping singular space frame roof is supported by massive 
concrete column piers.  Under the red canopy all activities from shopping 
to moving take place.  The doubling curving nature of the roof creates 
spaces of varying height inside the airport volume.  Skylights on the 
Dragon’s skin back roof bring in natural  light through into the terminal.  
Terminal 3 also has a 3,200,00 sq. ft. transportation centre along with 
7,000 parking spaces.  Luggage transfer system tracks each bag with 
cameras, handling 19,200 pieces of luggage an hour.  Baggage from 
international flights is available for passengers less than 5 minutes after 
they disembark their plane.  Terminal’s design privileges arrivals over 
1 Beijing Capital International Airport. Web. <http://en.bcia.com.cn/>.
2 Foster, Norman, and Chris Abel. Beijing International Airport. Munich: Prestel, 
2010. Print.
departures.  As one passes through the main terminal and experiences the 
roof for the first time.  
Facilities:  Food court in terminal  three has over 72 food stores, 
restaurants and fast food places.  A 487,000 sq. ft. commercial center has 
duty free area along with banks, money services  and internet.  
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Domestic
Departure
International
Departure
Domestic Arrival
International 
Arrival
1.Vehicle Drop Off
2.Check-In
3.Take the Escaltor down to 
level 3
4. Security Check
5. Waiting & Boarding
1.Vehicle Drop Off
2. Check-In
3.Take Escalator down to level 2
4. Security check
5. Take the APM mini-train to 
North Wing
6. Immigration & Inspection
7. Waiting/ Boarding
1. Arrive in Level 2 South Wing
2. Baggage Claim
3a. Exit to Subway
3b. Take elevator down to level 
1
3bb. Exit level 1 for bus or taxi
1. Arrive in level 3 North Wing
2. Immigration Check and 
Inspection
4. Take APM mini-train to North 
Wing
5. Customs
6. baggage Claim
7a. Exit level 2 for subway
7b. Take elevtor down to level 1
7bb. Exitt Level 1 for bus or taxi
Mini Train CustomsBaggage Claim
International Arrival
Domestic Arrivals
International Departure
Domestic Departure
1.
1.2.
3.
4.5.
1.
3a.
3b.
7a.
3bb.
2.
4.
3. 3.
4. 5. 6. 7.
5.
Adapted from source: Foster+ Partners
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 Foster, Norman, and Chris Abel. Beijing International Airport. Munich: Prestel, 2010. 65-66 Print.
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Retail Rest area
Section and Plan Showing programmatic distribution.
Adapted from source: Foster+Partners
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Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
MECHANICAL ARCADE + AUDITORIUM
AEROTOPIA IS A COLLECTION OF DIAGRAMS.
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Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
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Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
MECHANICAL ARCADE + AUDITORIUM
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AEROTOPIA COLLECTS THESE DIAGRAMS 
INTO NARRATIVES, JUXTAPOSITIONS AND 
GROUPINGS
Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
MECHANICAL ARCADE + AUDITORIUM
Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
MECHANICAL ARCADE + AUDITORIUM
Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
for al security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps com osing a bodily 
experience through space.  Sig s correspond directly 
with movement, allow the bod  to link u  dir ctly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over ot rs.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same overeignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to ent r.  Oper tions within 
these territories are determined by that count es laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mecha ical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings pass ngers thr ugh sequ nce of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Und rcroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
MECHANICAL ARCADE + AUDITORIUM
Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits nd extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployee  with varying forms of access have different 
spaces excl sive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility. Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxt pose multtiple u er groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the ost part these new memb rs of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any j b. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreograp ed Circulatio
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
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THESE COLLECTIONS RELATE TO 
PARTICULAR USER GROUPS IN AEROTOPIA
Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort between sterile/non-sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Bollard Field
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may have beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seasteads, communal housing, dormitories, 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
MECHANICAL ARCADE + AUDITORIUM
Social Panopticon
Sharpened Vision, Transparency between public, private 
areas.  Culture of observation between people,  Aero 
Fleanurs. Social surveillance and constant visibility 
eliminate threats. No centralized point of authority, rather 
it is diffuse, decentralized, existing between gazes.  No 
formal security, rather informal prevention.  Architecture 
sharpens vision makes visible all activities.  
KIT OF IDEASDESIGN 
ASPECTS
JIT Aspect
 Constant flow of goods in out, manufactured, recycled, 
production over consumption.  Gates organized as 
distribution points for specific industries.  Space is 
Designed for things over people.  Time dependent 
society- Dependent on deadlines and demands from the 
outside world.  
Visual Haptic Aspect
Wayfinding devices, directions, maps composing a bodily 
experience through space.  Signs correspond directly 
with movement, allow the body to link up directly with 
movement systems in place at Aerotopia.    
Informational Airport
Overlapping of systems, overlaying systems revealing 
the inner workings of airport.  Transparency revealing 
movements, relationships and adjacency.  
Risk /Safety Aspect
Terminal Hanger, People interact with airplanes, made 
familiar with the technology and systems.  Passenger 
confronted with machinery, airplanes and equipment.  
Participate in the everydayness of flight without elon-
gated wait or dwell times.  
Fortification
Designed based on codes, deter un- authorized entries, 
activities and behaviors.   Labyrinthine circulation and 
sequences.  Disorienting, Reveals, and conceals, Care-
fully controlled visibility.  Airlocks, one way circulation, 
mobile sorting,.  Secure zones, privileged access to 
lounges, areas of the airport. Spaces beyond, inacces-
sible, privileging certain groups over others.  
Court 
Different social groups existing and overlapping within 
the terminal airport.  Their interaction is based on secure 
passages, limits and extents.  Served vs. Servant.  Em-
ployees with varying forms of access have different 
spaces exclusive spaces.  Layers of space and accessi-
bility.  Intense divisions between private and public.  
Embassy 
Each terminal is specific to its countries laws, these 
terminal possess the same sovereignty as the nations 
they represent, each requiring different border proce-
dures and identifications to enter.  Operations within 
these territories are determined by that countries laws 
and regulations
Labyrinthine Circulation
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
Secured Mobilities
-Transport systems sort bet ee  sterile/no -sterile etc.  The 
sorting is continued even in transit providing different circu-
lation routes for each group.  
Served/Servant
Servant spaces overlap into served areas.  These overlaps 
juxtapose multtiple user groups
Global Village
Each country owns an enclave within Aerotopia. These 
enclaves fall under the countries sovereignty creating a variety 
of potential border conditions between it and the Aerotopia 
Terminal.
Climate Park
Zones of recreation from around the world.
Mechanical Arcade
Moving sidewalks and conveyer belts move people through 
shopping spaces and other attractions.  Based on what you are 
interested in you can loop through a program or bypass it 
entirely.  
Escalating Arcade
Monumental escalator brings passengers through sequence of 
office spaces, shopping opportunities and other programmatic 
features.  Passengers look in on office workers as they pass up 
through the layers of buildings and spaces.
Arrival/Orientation
Upon arrival each refugee is taken along a sequence assimilat-
ing them with their new environment.  Skills are assessed and 
each new applicant is assigned a job within aerotopia to care 
for it.  For the most part these new members of Aerotopia can 
be trained in nearly any job. 
Housing Bars/Mat
Each new Aerotopia member who is entering through the 
Asylum program gets a new home in Aerotopia.  The great roof 
of Aerotopia holds the newly accepted members.  Here they 
have both public and private spaces which to start there new 
lives.
Access
Transportation routes from the Asylum seeker Housing to Jobs 
and service corridors.
Terraced View
-Programs terrace down towards the tarmac reveal both 
adjacencies of program as well as the operations happening 
below.
Terminal Hanger
-Rather than gates, large hangers beneath the runways 
provide space for planes and people to interact.  Operations 
become familiar with those
Live / Fly
-Housing is located close to runways and gates for the conve-
nience of those who fly multiple times a week.  
Observation Park
-Architectural passage for planes
Runway Park
Outdoor park/recreation spaces offer outdoor winter sports 
and other activity weaving around and under the runways.  
Choreographed Circulation
-Movement systems orient and manipulate the body through 
different speeds, directionality, and elevation.  Direct correla-
tion to signs.
Carousel
-Constantly circulating conveyer belt moving people through 
different destinations.   
Simultaneous load/unload
-Raw material/parts are dropped off for immediate processing, 
finished products are loaded into cargo to consumer.
Just In Time Office
-Office and warehousing combination.
Roof Housing
Situated between the public terminal space (Transient) below 
and the sky above, the housing roof keeps eyes on the public 
areas below.  Constant social surveillance between moving 
and stationary populations. No central authority, self regulating 
bodies
Raw Process
Product
Undercroft
-Below the tarmac lies variety of recreational and support 
infrastructure.
Boll rd Fi ld
-Winding disorienting paths through different programs.  
Limits movements, gathering.
-When in place= Crowd Control/ Programmed kiosk
-When Detracted=Gathering Space
Membrane Interface
fluxuating floor system for the control of people florws.
Defined Sequence
Each user group has a defined spatial sequence inside 
Aerotopia, cannot stray away from it.
Desti-nations 
Contains tourist destinations, all localized and concen-
trated for brief or intense visits.  Caters to variety of 
interests from art, to extreme sports.  
Climate Lounges: A variety of climates from around the 
world are reproduced for the enjoyment of the users. 
These reproductions offer users a chance to enjoy asso-
ciated sports and leisure activities for each climate zone. 
Some may h ve beaches, mountain peaks, lakes, and 
even arctic tundras.  Besides their recreational appeal, 
these climates will be preserved on aerotopia as many 
either change or 
Arcades
All goods imported and consumed, nothing to do except 
browse, shop, eat, consume information etc. Spaces 
designed to increase consumption, distractions.  Opti-
mized for watching people, working and walking.    
Refugee 
Asylum seekers are applied to work in the airport, given 
freedom and immunity from their homelands.  After a 
year their performance in reviewed and they are either 
granted citizenship or allowed to leave within a few 
months.  Seastea s, communal housing, dormitorie , 
apartments etc.  Different ways of dwelling
RawProcess
Product
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EMPLOYEES/ RESIDENTS EMPLOYEES/ RESIDENTS
ASYLUM SEEKERS ASYLUM SEEKERS
EVENT TOURIST EVENT TOURIST
! !
LIVING QUARTERS
ASYLUM CAMP
DETENTION CAMP DEPORTATION JAIL
ACCEPTANCE
NO PAPERS
NO PAPERS
DESTINATION
CAN BE DEPORTED IF 
PAPERS BECOME 
AVAILABLE
DEPORT
19 DAYS
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FOOD
NO COOKING
RULES
NO CULTURE MIXING
! !
!
DAY ROOMS
SPA
COCKTAILS
INTERNET
LOUNGE
BAR
COCKTAILS
INTERNET
SHOWERS
BAR
COCKTAILS
INTERNET
LOUNGES
TERMINAL
BUSINESS CENTER
VERIFIED ID
OFFICES
CONFERENCE
BOARD ROOMS
HOTEL
SHOPPING
FOOD
ENTERTAINMENT
SHOPS
LOUNGES
ENTERTAINMENT
FOOD SERVICE
RETAIL
SERVICE
SECURITY
TERMINAL
AIRSIDE
AIR TRAFFIC
MAINTENANCE
CREW
HOME/APARTMENT
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FOOD SERVICE
SERVICE
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NON-STERILE STERILE
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!
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EVENT TOURIST
STAY
SCENARIOS
CIRCULATION
LIVE
ACTIVITY
OFFICES
SERVICE
RECREATION
ATTRACTIONS/ENTERTAINMENT
SHOPPING
EAT
WELLNESS/EDU
LEARNING
LEISURE
PACKAGE TOURIST ASYLUM SEEKERKINETIC ELITES EMPLOYEE/ RESIDENT
A: Traveling to Aerotopia for conference 3 
day trip
B: Traveling to Aerotopia for convention 
or retreat organized by company 
C: Traveling to Aerotopia for concert or 
showing
EASY ACCESS FROM PLANE TO HOTEL TO EVENT
DWELLINGS
Shelter with basic utilities for living
HEALTHCARE
Nutrition, Clinics, hospitals, mental health
WORK
Jobs to support families 
EDUCATION
Opportunities to learn
PARKS/ RECREATION SPACE
PROGRAMMED COMMUTES
Distractions along commute to work or to plane
ACCESS TO HOUSING AND WORK FROM PLANE  ORIENTATION AND CITIZENSHIP
PRIVATE SPACES FOR UNWINDING/ LIVING
Distractions along commute to work or to plane
HOMES/HOUSES/APARTMENTS
WORK AND COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
Varying size office spaces, logistical services and telecommunication
ENTERTAINMENT_SHOPPING
CONFERENCE FACILITIES
EXHIBITION/CONVENTION HALLS
CHEAP/ FAST ACCOMMODATION
CONFERENCE CITY
Event space for large conferences and gatherings
DAY OFFICE
Small rentable office spaces for day use
CONVENTION CITY
Event space for trade shows and displays
AUDITORIUM
Space for speeches, lectures etc.
DESTI-NATIONS
Biodomes featuring landscapes from around the world
ENTERTAINMENT CITY
Theater, cinema, music
CULTURAL PARK
-Exchange, and creation of cultural ideas
NIGHTLIFE
Clubs, bars, pubs, Comedy etc
ARCTIC PARK
Outer zone for outdoor arctic recreations
SHOP & SHOW
Shopping and showrooms.
BOUTIQUE CITY
High fashion outlets
TRANSHUMAN RESORT
Global destination for new medical techniques. 
HOTELS
 Recreation opportunities, escape
HOTELS
Proximity to Events
HOSTELS
Low budge options for living.  Capsules or small communal rooms
RESORT
High class accommodations 
FOOD GLOBE
Quick and cheap to expensive and exotic. Cuisines from around the world
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